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ABSTRACT
12 2^v 28Muon capture in the medium Z nuclei C, Mg, and Si has been
studied by the observation of y rays from specific final nuclear states. 
The measured yields of these transitions are compared to the results of 
(y » p )» (Yj n) and (e, e') experiments to obtain information on the 
nuclear structure of the elements involved. The energy distribution of 
some y rays in the (A-l, Z-l) nuclei are interpreted in terms of the pro­
duction mechanism. In all cases, there is good evidence for participation 
of giant resonance states in muon capture. Several Doppler broadened 
y ray transitions in (A,Z-l) nuclei have been observed which are suitable 
for analysis in terms of a y-V correlation. The correlations for these 
transitions are interpreted in terms of the induced pseudoscaler coupling
constant in the muon capture Hamiltonian. The measured yields to states
12 12 in B from muon capture in C are also interpreted in terms of the weak
interaction coupling constants involved.
GEORGE H. MILLER 
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS 
THE COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY IN VIRGINIA
vii
I. INTRODUCTION
Negative muons of a few keV kinetic energy can be captured into
atomic orbits of high principal quantum number and cascade by Auger and
10 sec), so all atomically captured muons reach the Is state . While 
in the Is state, a muon can either decay or be absorbed by the nucleus 
via the weak interaction process:
Muon capture has been extensively investigated both theoretically and ex-
*#
perimentally over the last 25 years. It is of interest for a number of 
reasons: (l) of primary interest is whether or not the process is ade­
quately described in terms of the "universal Fermi interaction" for weak 
processes; (2) because of the large momentum transfer in muon capture
= 105 MeV), some terms in the weak interaction Hamiltonian are 
more readily observable in muon capture than in other weak processes;
(3) within the context of weak interaction theory it is also possible to 
investigate nuclear properties. In this respect, muon capture is a comple-
f
ment to f3 decay, electron scattering and photodisintegration experiments.
* The case of Li may be an exception. See W. W. Sapp, Thesis, College of 
William and Mary, Williamsburg, Virginia 1970 for a discussion of this 
question.
** The reviews of J. D. Walecka (Ref. l) and H. Uberall (Ref. 2) contain 
numerous references to experiments and theoretical investigations on
muon capture. The review by Lee and Wu (Ref. 3) contains references to 
earlier data.
radiative transitions to the Is atomic level. The cascade time (*** 10-^
—12- 10 sec) is much shorter than the natural decay lifetime ( 2.2 x
-6
1
2This experiment has been concerned with the capture of negative
12 2h 28muons by complex medium Z nuclei ( C, Mg, and Si). The experiment 
was undertaken both to elucidate nuclear structure questions relating to 
production of specific final states and to determine the magnitude of 
different contributions from the weak interaction Hamiltonian. In both 
cases, the experimental method involves observation of "tf rays from the 
decay of specific final excited nuclear states. The number of V  rays of 
a particular species produced by a captured muon can be interpreted in 
terms of a production mechanism in some cases or in terms of the weak 
interaction coupling constants in other cases. Likewise, the Doppler 
broadened energy distribution of some rays gives information about weak 
interaction coupling constants while other '“tf’ rays can more usefully yield 
information on the nuclear structure.
The theoretical background for this experiment is discussed in 
Section II, while the actual experiment and data analysis techniques are 
discussed in Sections III and IV. Section V is devoted to an interpreta­
tion of the data observed. The conclusions are summarized in Section VI.
II. THEORY
A. Weak Interactions
Muon capture is one of a class of reactions generally described 
as weak (i.e. with respect to the nuclear or electromagnetic interactions). 
Weak interactions are mainly manifested in decay processes, of which the 
most familiar is (3 decay, e_.&.:
n — » p +■ e~ 4- 7e
A purely leptonic weak process is Jjl decay:
|jl— — =?■ e~ +. 4- S )e
The remarkable agreement between the coupling constants which govern these 
3
two processes has led to the hypothesis of the "Universal Fermi Interac­
tion". In this approximation the interaction governing weak processes, 
e_.g_. among
are the same
This same coupling also applies to the weak interactions of 
other particles (e_.g_. (Z. ,A ), (K,TT)). The interactions of these par­
ticles are usually divided into strangeness-conserving, and non strangeness-
1+
conserving groups. Feld for example considers these particles in detail. 
These latter are not important in the discussions here and will not be 
considered.
Following the original analogy between electromagnetic and weak 
interactions described by Fermi, it is customary to write the weak
3
binteraction Hamiltonian as a "current-current" interaction.'*
where^ :
T kw ^ r v %  - % r , t , e ^ t n rvf ,
In this form the f~y ' s refer to an appropriate Dirac operator (l, ''Cy ,
 ^ "^ree \ 's are same within the con­
text of the universal Fermi interaction. These 's are chosen so that
the weak interaction is invariant under the proper Lorentz transformations. 
In 1956 Lee and Yang postulated that parity was not conserved in weak
Q
interactions. This was confirmed by Wu et al . The resultant current con­
tains both vector and axial vector parts:
T , M  =
3
where the only possible Lorentz invariants are
8>w +1\\%r + t \\%
The resulting interaction is referred to as the V-A interaction. It is
9
derived in a very elegant fashion by Feynmann and Gell-Mann.
For purely leptonic reactions this formalism works very well. 
Using the coupling constant from {3 decay, one predicts the lifetime for 
^ decay to very good accuracy.In the case of nuclear processes,
5however, strong interaction effects must he included. The nucleonic and 
leptonic effects are usually separated, and are written:
I p >  = V  V  *■ %v
vlV * x v i M
where the momentum transfer is
\\ =
2
and the form factors are all functions of q . The nucleon term thus in­
cludes the most general vector and axial vector terms which can he con­
structed.
9
Feynman and Gell-Mann greatly simplified the expression for the 
nucleon part of the weak interaction hy use of a conserved vector current 
(CVC) theory. In direct analogy to conservation of electric charge in 
electromagnetic theory, it was postulated that the vector part of the cur­
rent in weak interactions is conserved. As a direct consequence of this 
assumption:
f °
where j^ -pj )A n are ^he proton and neutron anomalous magnetic moments^  res­
pectively. Furthermore the form factors are the same as in electromag­
netic processes.
One identifies f^  and g^  as the vector and axial vector coupling 
constants. The coupling constant f is related to electromagnetic processes
6by CVC and is called the "weak magnetism" term. It arises from the nucleon
9
anomalous magnetic moment by the process represented m  the diagram:
Tl
The term involving g^ is referred to as the induced pseudo­
scalar term. Goldberger and Treiman^ have related this term to the single 
pion pole:
IT
The Goldberger-Treiman relation then equates:
If we use the classification scheme for the terms in the hadronic
12current developed by Weinberg, predictions can be made for the scalar
(f^ ) and tensor (g^ ) terms. The results can be stated as follows: If the
nucleon current used ( ^y(x)) behaves under P,C,T and isospin transforma-
13tions in the same way as the V-A nucleon current then
7*3 “ 93 =
- o
These terms are referred to as "second class currents" by Weinberg.
This discussion of weak interactions has been limited to some 
semi-leptonic processes. More general discussions involving the weak
3
decays of other particles can be found in the review by Lee and Wu.
B. Muon Capture
In several excellent theoretical presentations 18
Hamiltonian and muon capture rate in complex nuclei are calculated. Only 
the important points need be sketched here.
The basic jjl capture process is
JJL- 4- p --- *> n
for which the matrix element is
JIME =
3
It is useful to define four dimensionless constants C^ .,C^ ,CM,Cp which
2 2are related to the coupling constants g^ ., g^ , gm and g^ at q = (q )0:
c v  =  
c «  »
C M = lrt'p+m nN3iit^’Vl 
< L ?  *
8These can then be related through the CVC hypothesis to the values for 
the coupling constants from decay. One finds:
s  3 « i£ )  ~  [  | + 
(*} <w m  L 12 * J
t>m«*
Thus we find
cm. At the maximum momentum transfer
f r y 0.5 x I0~'3 OAn.-1
>
o rti .97 i t
CA
>\j
Ch •97 ( p-p -■ Kl'1<jv
11From the Goldberger Treimann relation
Cp S  7.8 g j
19Likewise, experimentally it is found
=1-1.13 t o o l ' l l
The effective Hamiltonian for a system of A nucleons is derived
litaccording to Fujii and Primakoff
=  T Y 1^  i- v  v) £  [ G v 1 Li + G „ o ::-osi
- Gp
-  T;M
where 7* ^  ^i’ ^ i ’ ^i are °Pera'fcors for "ti16 nucleon and CT t
/v
1, "V are lepton operators. The "effective coupling constants" are given 
by:
9G„ * C»- (t^ ,
V -  ^ r ^ - t v - w K
Using this Hamiltonian, Luyten et al.1  ^find that the muon capture rate 
for a transition from an initial nuclear state | a>to a final nuclear 
1 b > is given by: ^
+ ((£-zwlVj»f
- ^ L ( J V f U e V v . b * ^ - 3
“  +  c- c l
The matrix elements are defined as:
J 1 - <b| L  Y^'e»pt->vV'<V ('f'ih<'>
J" 8 s s  <  b  | £  y r 1 & * P  ® i  I « >
J p ?  a  C b I X, i f  e * . p t - ^ d ' t V c v  p i - ^ i U >
10
where ^^(r) is the radial muon wave function. This evaluation of the
muon capture rate is a non-relativistic reduction in the nucleon coordi­
nates, keeping terms in The terms which involve 1/M^ are due to
nucleon recoil. For typical nucleon velocities in the nucleus, these
l 8terms are of the order of
The usual procedure followed in the treatment of muon capture in complex
thus he brought outside each integral. The remaining operators in the 
nuclear space are:
A multipole expansion of the neutrino wavefunction may then he carried
spherical harmonic. Terms of different multipole order contribute to
18different transitions. Morita and Fujii classify muon capture by the 
order of forbiddeness and thus the multipoles which can contribute. The 
first three orders and their selection rules are listed in Table I. In 
terms of the matrix elements involved, allowed transitions.(spin change: 
I | =0,1 and parity: TT TT _ = TF = +), can be of two types. ForI X  Q» D
nuclei is to assume that the muon is captured at rest, and that 
essentially constant over the nuclear volume. A quantity l < J L .  may
8 13 18out to distinguish terms which can contribute to a given transition ’ 5
where j„(qr) is the spherical Bessel function and Y- (r) is the normal
11
the Fermi transition, the matrix element involved is
J l  *
with the selection rule
/\7 = o  , v a « - r b
For a "Gamov-Teller" transition the appropriate matrix element is
J v  »  < b  |  ^  \ o . >
with the selection rule
& . T » o , t   ^ -n\ = Trb
+ M» +Considering the nature of the operators, one can see that a 0 — — *0
+ f t  4*
transition can only he of the Fermi type, while an allowed 0 — — ♦1 tran­
sition can only he of Gamow-Teller type. There is also a contribution to
• A _ I ^ A
allowed transitions through the matrix element is the
neutrino momentum operator.)
"Forbidden" transitions can contribute either through the rela- 
tivistic recoil terms (l/M terms) or the appropriate order in the expansion 
of the neutrino wavefunction. The contributions from various multipoles 
are more elegantly described in terms of the rank of the tensor operators 
which are formed. *^^ -3,18
If we assume the validity of the CVC hypotehsis, then at q =
85 MeV/c:6 n , _ *
G ft -  - I . H 4 9$
k p r  - (0 \t5 * 0.05fc V*
12
a 5
where g£ is determined from pdecay measurements:
0 ut
<JV = ( l . H n o  £■ o. o o i l e t y b i n 3
It is clear from the form of the capture rate that precision measurements 
of the muon capture rates to some final states will be sensitive to the 
magnitude and sign of the induced pseudoscalar coupling constant c .
Similarly if we do not assume the CYC value for c^ :
0
VG p =  - ( o . 0 5 t  (  C p - C n ^ / c f t  -O.IT,')
6 * ^  - ( . i - m -  o ..51
11If we accept the value of c^  predicted by the Goldberger-Treiman relation:
6 p  =  -  ( 0 . 1 1 5  - o . o S f c
Thus experimental muon capture rates can also be used to measure the weak 
magnetism term in the Hamiltonian. One must of course have an adequate 
description of the nuclear states involved.
The experimental measurements which exhibit the greatest sensi-
20tivity to weak interaction coupling constants are muon capture in hydrogen 
21and oxygen . Both of these experiments are particularly sensitive to C /C.
P -A
and presently give as a weighted average of the experimental results of 
each type:
CP/„
•A
and
Cp/c ■= 12..^ i: 2-S ^
C# r  (O.fc — j .o  C p*" in ^
13
These values are somewhat higher than that predicted by the Goldber- 
Treiman^ relation
C*ka Oi 1.8
The partial capture rate in ^ 0  to the 1 state in has also been used 
22by Deutsch et al. as a test of the CVC hypothesis in muon capture. This 
experiment agrees with CVC theory to an accuracy of 13$ assuming the vali­
dity of the appropriate wave functions.
Assuming that the weak interaction theory of muon capture des­
cribes the process well, then one can use the measured partial capture
rates to specific states to gain information about the nature of the nuclear
23states involved. Deutsch et_ al. , for example, have used the capture
rate from the two hyperfine levels in to the first excited state in ^Be 
to deduce the spin and parity assignments of the first excited state and 
ground state in ^Be.
In investigating the mechanism for nuclear muon capture, one 
may ask which terms in the expansion of the neutrino wavefunction contri­
bute most to the total capture rate. The allowed transitions for which 
the neutrino plane wave is approximated by a constant, do not always con­
tribute appreciably. In closed-shell or closed-subshell nuclei, this in­
hibition can occur because the spin and isospin operators attempt to 
flip nucleon spins and to change nucleon charge states without substantially 
modifying the nucleon spatial wave functions. These operators thus tend 
to lead to states containing more than one nucleon in a given single-
g
particle state, a condition forbidden by the exclusion principle . The 
main contribution comes from dipole or first-forbidden transitions. This
lU
2kfact was first pointed out by Tiomno and Wheeler. Luyten, Rood and
25Tolhoek and Foldy and Walecka were the first to use this fact to cal­
culate the total capture in the closed shell nuclei ^ 0  and ^Ca. The 
first-forbidden dipole contributions from the vector (V) (<f{ ll i^)
term would lead to the isobaric analogues of the states observed in the
26dipole photo-absorption corss section. These excitations are normally 
termed the giant dipole resonance (GDR) excitations. The first-forbidden 
contributions from the axial vector (A) operators (^ f  |<J* ( i^) lead to 
analogues of the states strongly excited by the magnetization part of the 
nuclear current in high momentum transfer electron scattering. These 
states also lie in the photonuclear GDR state energy region. Muon capture
TT —is thus expected to lead primarily to T = 1, J = 1  V states and T = 1,
J = 0 , 1 , 2  A states in capture by spin zero nuclei.
There have been many attempts to observe directly GDR effects
2 27in nuclear muon capture. These are summarized by Uberall ’ . The ex­
periments are of two types: One measures the effects of nucleon emission
from the particle unstable GDR states; the other determines ihe popula­
tion of final states which decay of the GDR would predict. The first
experiments indicating the presence of GDR effects in muon capture were
28 2Qthe neutron emission experiments of Evseev and Plett and Sobottka
These experiments showed peaks in the neutron spectrum corresponding in
energy to neutron decay of the GDR. In the muon capture experiment in
■^0 by Kaplan et al.~^, neutron emission from GDR states leading to excited
states in was observed. A Doppler-Broadened y  ray was analyzed in
terms of nuclear recoil caused by emission of neutrons from the GDR states.
Two significant experiments have been performed which relate the yields of
15
specific final states observed in muon capture to GDR processes. Kaplan
31 15et_ al.’s results of the yields of excited states in N produced by
muon capture in 0 agree well with predictions based on the GDR model of
2 21 1+0 production. Igo-Kemenes et_ al. have performed an experiment in Ca in
which the yields of states produced by the reaction (jjl , S? n) are com­
pared to the yields of states produced by the decay of known analogue GDR 
states. The agreement between yields of the two reactions is good. Such 
investigations of GDR effects are important elucidations of the nuclear 
structure dependent phenomena occurring in muon capture.
Similar elucidation of nuclear structure can result from a 
comparison between muon capture and electron scattering. Inelastic elec­
tron scattering can populate the isobaric analogues of states populated 
1 32 33 3I+by muon capture. ’ ’ ’ In particular, the transverse magnetic dipole
operator which describes l80° inelastic electron scattering may be written:
% | < *  +  f O n  e ' i ? *  \i> I 1
q J L
where q is the momentum transfer, I and <T are the single-particle angu­
lar momentum and spin operators respectively and and are the nucleon
anamalous magnetic moments. Since the quantity ( fX - /* ) is approximately
+ 2equal to U the excitation of 1 "giant Ml states" in muon capture and
inelastic electron scattering proceeds mainly through the spin operator. 
Comparison of muon capture yields and electron inelastic corss sections 
can yield information on the relative magnitude of the angular momentum 
operator.
16
C. Correlations
Historically, angular correlation experiments have heen impor­
tant in the determination of weak interaction coupling constants in 
decay.^ Electron-neutrino angular correlation experiments provide the 
primary experimental evidence that the V-A couplings are mainly respon-
or
sible for f& decay. Similarly, neutron-muon spin correlation experiments 
in muon capture attempt to measure the induced pseudoscalar effects. An­
other possibility for correlation experiments in muon capture is to measure 
the correlations between the emitted neutrino and r ray in the reaction:
p.” + (fl.l') — t-V,.
\ * v
A theoretical study of these correlations has been carried out. by N.P.
36-1+2 . 1+3Popov and A. P. Bukhvostov and Z. Oziewicz
If we consider the very simple allowed muon capture reaction
m. y
}.—  },
o4* ---- —*•  *■ o*~
for unpolarized jX  we may state the following:
1) the jju" is captured from the Is state. Therefore the 
initial orbital angular momentum is zero.
2) If we consider an allowed Gamow-Teller transition, the 
neutrino emitted will be in a Jl = 0 state relative to 
the residual nucleus.
3) The V  decay is assumed to be a pure Ml multipole character.
17
1+) The neutrino emitted has spin (1/2) and negative helicity. 
Pictorially, conservation of angular momentum requires:
ft © (Jj)
Thus the neutrino is always emitted along the nuclear spin (Z axis). Con­
sidering possible m values, one can see that those conserving total angu- 
lar momentum, and its Z component are:
Tf. T v «v
■>) 1,+i i.-t
H 1,4 1,0 i , -t
Thus because only negative helicity is permitted for the neutrino, the 
m^ = -1 sublevel cannot be populated. If both the other two possibilities 
were equally populated by the muon capture reaction, then the angular dis­
tribution of Y rays with respect to the Z axis ( V direction) would be:'*"*"*
This distribution is of course modified by the muon capture probability 
to each substate, so one would expect a correlation:
^ ( 9 , ^  =  I -t- a,6os*8w
where 01 is a function of the nuclear and weak interaction effects.
UoThe derivations carried out by Bukhvostov and Popov and Oziewicz 
1+3
and Pikulski involve the evaluation of:
u
-  <hv
18
where and H^ . are the matrix elements for jjl. capture and the radiative
transitions, respectively a n d i s  the density matrix which averages over 
the polarization states of the muon and the initial nucleus. The symbol 
< y  denotes summation over the initial, intermediate and final states not 
observed. In general one can observe the vectors p, q, k and , the muon 
spin polarization, the neutrino direction, the V -ray direction and the
" f -ray circular polarization direction respectively. In its most simple
n J 
i+3
form, the correlatio function for an forbidden muon capture transi­
tion can be written:
X ,
«•!
u N = I + U N -
+  Z  C <  p i  «.
*rO
N N N N NThe quantities g£ ^  are correlation coefficients which
are functions of weak interaction form factors, nuclear wave functions,
the spin sequence and Y-ray multipolarity and kinematic effects. (k*q)
are the Legendre polynomials. For allowed capture of unpolarized muons,
the correlation function is simply:
w ’ -- i * of T, I2. 2 ■»»
in agreement with the simple arguments presented above. Since these cor­
relations are functions of the weak interaction coupling constants, selec­
tion of the proper transition (spin sequence) could yield an experimentally 
measurable quantity sensitive to particular coupling constants. The
19
sensitivity of various transitions to weak interaction effects will be 
examined further in Section V (Discussion of the Experimental Results), 
and the methods for observing the correlations will be discussed in 
Section IV (Data Analysis).
III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
A. Introduction
The experimental apparatus was primarily designed for observing 
nuclear T rays resulting from the capture of a negative muon by a nucleus.
In addition to the observation of these if rays, a determination was made 
of the rate with which each Tf ray was emitted (yield), and for selected 
Tf rays, information was obtained about the mechanism of production of the 
nuclear states involved (neutron energies and Tf*-V correlation). These 
latter measurements involve the observation of the Doppler broadened energy 
distribution of the I f  rays from one nuclear state.
Because muons are captured from the Is atomic state with a finite
lifetime 'Y  , i.e. m
number J u n f t  To
in principle one must look for several muon lifetimes in order to see the 
effects due to capture of all muons. In practice, however, one makes 
observations over a known interval of time, and then corrects for those 
events which were not observed. The experiment was thus designed with 
the purpose of providing two basic pieces of information for each event: 
the energy of each Tf ray observed, and the time at which the Tf ray occurred 
relative to the stopping muon. Since we were also interested in the energy 
distribution of some Trays, a high degree of stability was desirable in 
the Tf -ray detection apparatus. The low yield of many of the Tf rays of
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interest necessitated that care be taken to maximize the signal/noise ratio.
Yields of the muon-capture IT rays were determined by two methods: 
(l) comparison of the number of IT rays observed to the number of K series 
muonic x rays and (2) direct absolute measurement of the TT-ray yield. The 
former method requires only a knowledge of the relative efficiency of the 
V  -ray detector as a function of energy. The latter method requires an ab­
solute determination of the convolution of detector efficiency and detector 
solid angle at each energy of interest. Both methods require corrections 
for the absorption of emitted UTrays in the target itself.
With these considerations in mind, we will describe the experi­
mental techniques and apparatus used in the remainder of this section. 
General topics will be discussed first, followed by the specific methods 
used for each target.
B. Beam Characteristics, Geometry, Targets
The experiment was performed during the course of several cyclo­
tron runs from December, 19&9 through January, 1972 at the N.A.S.A. Space 
Radiation Effects Laboratory in Newport News, Virginia. Muons were brought
12 2h 28 29to rest in targets of C, MgO, SiOg, SiOg and natural Si using the 
600 MeV synchrocyclotron. Because of the low yield of many of the transi­
tions of interest, we chose to use the "backward" muon beam from the meson 
channel. (The "backward" beam consists of those muons which decay in the 
backward direction in the pion rest frame relative to the pion momentum.
Thus they have a lower momentum.) This beam was almost entirely free of 
pions (which might cause background radiation) and the muon intensity was 
greater than 95$. The remaining 5% were electrons.
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For the lower Z targets, the muon capture lifetime from the Is 
state is of the order of 2 fx sec. To observe a large fraction of the 
rays produced by muon capture, we looked for TT-ray events occurring "7 2 
capture lifetimes following the stopping of the muon. In order to avoid 
interference from successive muons, we required a well "stretched" beam. 
(This is a beam whose intensity is relatively uniform in time.) This was 
achieved by employing a thin filament carbon "harp" as a pion production 
target in the cyclotron. If we define the duty factor as:
for the beam we used, the duty factor was 20%.
Pions produced on the harp target were focused by a pair of
passing into the meson area, the central beam momentum was selected with 
a dipole bending magnet. The pions and forward muons were deflected into 
the magnet yoke, while the backward muons went into the meson cave. Fig­
ure 1 shows a layout of the meson beam area at SKEL.
configuration varied somewhat for different targets, the general features 
were the same for all targets. The counters labeled 1,2,3,^, and 5 were 
plastic scintillation counters made of Pilot B plastic (Pilot Chemicals, 
Inc.). They were attached by adiabatic Lucite light pipes to 56 AVP photo­
multiplier tubes (Amperex). The active regions of counters 1 and 2 were:
8" x 8" x lA", counter A 1 2" x 1 2" x lA", and counter 5 : 2" x 2" x lA".
Counter 3 was adjusted to be the size of the target and was usually 1/8" 
thick. To track all particles in the beam with these counters one must
ftverflftE  B s f m  x n t e m s i t F > 
iNSTAtOTAUEoOS TJEAt-\ X N T E N S 'T VD o t < j  F a c t o r  (  a  (  |
lV aperture quadrupole magnets into the SREL quadrupole channel. Before
Figure 2 shows a typical experimental arrangement. Although the
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be able to distinguish between particles which occur very close in time. 
Our ability to do this depended on the beam rate, the beam time structure 
and the electronic equipment used. In all experimental runs high current 
tube bases were used in counters 1 and 2 to permit reliable operation at 
high count rates.
Coincidences between counters 1 and 2 (12) served as a monitor 
of the number of particles in the beam. A coincidence between counters 
1 , 2 and 3 with no count in 4 (123 "^) indicated that a particle stopped in 
the target. Counter 5 was used to measure the detection efficiency of 
the other counters. Assuming 5 to be smaller in size than any of the 
other counters (i.e. all particles going through 5 had to penetrate each 
of the other counters), one can calculate the efficiency of counter 1+ as:
. . r ti3H5 1 _
e«it,e.r,cs| (A - L T v i H T V 100
Logically there should be no 123^5 counts. Typical counter efficiencies 
were about 98$.
The particle energy degrader consisted of 8" x 8" x 1/2" pieces
of CHg. Its thickness was varied to maximize the number of stops in the
target per 12 monitor count. A typical range curve is shown in Fig. 3.
2
For the SiC^ target which had a mass of 1+50 gm and was 2.75 gm/cm thick,
the beam rates were 300 k/sec 1 2's and 30 k/sec 123 "^’s.
The x-ray detector was located directly beneath the target.
This configuration was chosen because of the somewhat larger solid angle
2b
subtended at the target and because the background due to charged particles
was somewhat lower there. Since the beam spot size at the target was
approximately an oval with axes V  in the vertical plane and 6" in the
horizontal plane the detector was subjected to less charged particle damage
beneath the beam. The average solid angle subtended by target detector
system was about 6 x 1 0  ^ .
r
Special attention was paid to the shielding material used in
12order to reduce the T ray background. For all targets except C the
shielding consisted primarily of borated polyethelene. This material
served well as a neutron shield and because of its low Z produced little
12bremsstrahlung or V-ray background. For the C target, it was desirable
to have no carbon in the vicinity of the detector other than the target.
Sheet Al was therefore used as the shielding material in conjunction with
the carbon target. Normally, a Pb house was placed around the detector
to shield from any Tf-ray background produced in the primary shield material.
12This Pb house was not used with the C target because of the proximity
12in the energy of the C K series muonic x rays and the Pb K series elec­
tronic x rays.
The target compositions are listed in Table II. The granular
12targets were contained in thin mylar and Lucite boxes. The C target was
a block of scintillant and associated light pipe. A signal from the target
thus served to define the stopping muon. Since a muon which stopped in
counter 3 produced the same signal as a muon stop in the target, the mass
of the "target" was taken to be the sum of the masses of scintillator 3 and
12the actual target. Additional shielding material was employed in the C
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configuration to insure that no muons could stop in the light pipes of
counters 3 and the target counter. This last precaution was taken to
12avoid muon stops in C in the vicinity of the detector which would not 
register as a 12(3 or 3')f- The range absorber was far enough upstream 
from the target that IT rays from it were not observable by the detector.
C. Gamma Ray Detection
The TT rays were detected with a Ge(Li) spectrometer. This spec­
trometer consisted of 3 basic parts, all commercially available:
1. A lithium drifted germanium detector (Princeton-Gamma Tech)
2. A pulse amplification system (Canberra Industries li+08 C 
preamplifier and Tennelec TC 203 BLR amplifier)
3. A pulse height analyzer (Kicksort 711 A).
There are several features of the spectrometer which were necessitated by 
the nature of the experiment.
Several Ge(Li) detectors were used during the course of the ex­
periment, but they all had similar characteristics. The diode had an active
O
volume of approximately 50 cm and an efficiency between 7% - 12$ relative 
to a 3" x 3" Nal detector. The system resolution was about 2.5 keV full 
width at half maximum (FWHM) for 1 MeV Tf rays under experimental conditions. 
The line shape produced by the detector was almost a pure Gaussian, indi­
cating a high charge collection efficiency.
The preamplifier was a low noise (900 ev FWHM at 0 pf external 
capacitance) room temperature preamplifier. The test-pulse input was 
modified by replacing the test capacitor and input resistor with components
g
which were temperature-stable to better than 1 part in 10 . This
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modification enabled us to use a pulser to maintain the gain stability of 
the spectrometer. Gain stabilization procedures 'will be described later.
A TC 203 BLR main amplifier was employed because of its stability 
at high count rates. Proper adjustment of the pole zero cancellation net­
work, the active base line restorer and the DC output level resulted in 
good system resolution at count rates of several thousand per second. In­
tegration and differentiation time constants of 2 jjl sec provided the best 
compromise between resolution and the input requirements of the pulse 
height analysis system. In some cases the energy pulse had to be delayed 
because of timing logic requirements. This was accomnlished without loss 
of resolution by the use of a delay amplifier (Tennelec TC 215)- Between 
successive stages, the energy pulse was completely DC coupled.
Pulse height analysis of the detected photon was performed with 
an 8192 channel pulse height analyzer (Kicksort 711 A). The relatively 
good resolution of the detector coupled with the requirement that there 
be 5 or more channels FWHM in any peak made it necessary that an 8192 
channel analyzer be employed to study the energy range 60 keV - 6000 keV. 
Most spectra covered the range from 60 keV to 6 MeV. During most experi­
mental runs a computer (IBM 360/UU) served as the pulse height analyzer 
memory, but at those times when the computer was not available, spectra 
were accumulated using the channel memory in the Kicksort analyzer.
Two separate runs were then necessary to cover the entire energy range 
of interest.
Because of the low yield of some 'iT’rays, long running times were 
necessary. A two-point parallel-entry stabilizer (Kicksort 353N) was em­
ployed to stabilize the system gain. The lower stabilization point was
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usually chosen to he the 511 keV line from 6+ annihilation. This line 
occurs in all runs under beam conditions, and can be obtained from radio­
active sources for calibration runs made with the beam off. The upper
stabilization point was generated by an ultra stable reference pulser con-
1+5
structed from the design of M. G. Strauss. Stabilities of the order of 
+_ 20 ppm/week were obtained with this pulser. A pulser was chosen as the 
upper stabilization point to avoid the low energy background which would 
accompany any radioactive source with a line in the same region. The 
pulser was usually set to correspond to an energy > 5 MeV.
The pulse height analyzer was used in a "gate enable" mode. In 
such a mode, analysis was inhibited unless an external gating signal in­
dicated that the Tf-ray event was acceptable. The external gating signal 
was derived from electronic logic circuitry which will be discussed later.
In addition to the Ge(Li) spectrometer just discussed, a high 
resolution Si(Li) spectrometer (Kevex, Inc) was used during one run in
order to observe lower energy photons from 10 keV - 100 keV. This detec- 
2
tor was 30.0 mm in area by 3 mm deep and had a resolution of 225 eV FWHM at 
6 . k keV under experimental conditions. The preamplifier was also manu­
facturer by Kevex while the remainder of the spectrometer was identical 
to the Ge(Li) system. The Si(Li) spectrometer was chosen for the low 
energy region because of its superior efficiency and resolution.
D. Electronic Logic
The electronic logic circuitry was designed to examine each 
stopping muon and each Tf ray detected and to determine which f-ray events
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should he analyzed. Good nf-ray events were defined as those which occurred 
within 3 capture lifetimes after the time of arrival of a muon. Furthermore, 
to avoid confusion between successive stopping muons which arrive in close 
time proximity, the muon associated with the observed if ray must have been 
neither preceeded nor followed by another stopped muon within 3 capture 
lifetimes. This requirement eliminated problems in associating a Tray 
with the proper muon. Since only a fraction of the total number of stop­
ping muons is actually captured by the nucleus, it is possible to reduce 
background by requiring that each "iTray analyzed be associated with a cap­
tured muon. Thus in some runs we required that no electrons from muon 
decay be observed. It is, however, always advantageous to observe the 
atomic muonic x rays which occur in prompt coincidence with the stopping 
muon. The decay electron rejection was thus only applied to delayed photons. 
For convenience, the discussion of the electronic logic will be divided 
into two parts. One part consists of the "fast logic" associated with 
the detection of the stopping muon. The "slow logic" was used to process 
the Tf-ray signal.
Figure U is a block diagram of the fast logic. All the units 
were modular in form and are manufactured commercially (Chronetics, Inc.,
E.G. & G., Inc. or Ortec* Inc.). Blocks labeled D are standard discrimi­
nators and those labeled C are coincidence units.
The outputs from the photomultiplier tubes on counters 1-5 were 
fed into discriminators D1-D5. Delays were adjusted to form the required 
coincidences. A 12 coincidence served as the beam monitor; 123% indicated 
the raw number of stopping particles; the ratio of 1235 to 123^5 and 1235
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gave the counter efficiencies as discussed earlier. The output of each 
important coincidence unit was scaled. The 12 coincidence included an 
anticoincidence derived from the cyclotron RF pulse in order to inhibit 
the logic during the "prompt beam spike". In this 1 msec period the beam 
rates were high; these high instantaneous rates could overload the elec­
tronic circuitry and increase the probability of random background.
The protective requirements discussed are included in this logic 
diagram and are explained in detail in Appendix A. The "Valid Stop" signal 
was the major output from the "fast" logic circuitry. A "Valid Stop" was 
a stop signature separated from other stops by 3 Y  and for which no de­
cay electron was observed unless a prompt x ray was also observed. The 
"Valid Stop" signal was then used to test whether or not a Tf-ray event 
should be analyzed.
The coincidences "2nd Thru", "True Valid Stous", and "Real Valid 
Stops" were scaler checks to keep track of what the beam particles are 
doing. "Real Valid Stops", for example, were the actual number of stopping 
muons upon which the iT-ray yields are based.
Figure 5 shows a block diagram of the slow logic. Because of the 
long distance from the beam area to the counting room where the electronics 
were set up, the output from the Ge(Li) preamplifier was usually fed to 
stage 1 of a Tennelec TC 200 amplifier in the beam area which then drove 
the long cable. No pulse shaping was done with this amplifier. The sig­
nal from the beam area was fed into another TC 200 amplifier. Two parallel 
unshaped Group 1 outputs were used from this unit. One output was fed to 
a TC 203 BLR main-amplifier and then to the pulse height analyzer (PHA).
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The other output from the TC 200 was used for timing of the 
Ge(Li). Several methods of extracting timing information on the Ge(Li) 
pulse were evaluated. Commercial timing discriminators (Ortec k 2 0 , Ortec 
•^53, Canberra 1^26) were tested as well as methods using combinations of 
modular instruments. Due to the extremely large dynamic range of interest
and the necessity of recording pulses very close to the electronic noise, a
modified leading edge technique was found to be most successful. It is 
well known that for normal leading edge timing, lower energy pulses will 
cross the voltage discriminator level at later times compared to a high 
energy pulse. In the method described here, two commercial fast discrimi­
nators were used. One discriminator triggered on pulses just above the 
noise. The other discriminator triggered at the lowest energy desired. 
These two signals, the lower of them delayed in time, were placed in coin­
cidence. The output of this tT coincidence reflects the timing informa­
tion of the lower level discriminator and the rate of the upper one.
Using radioactive sources to time the Ge(Li) relative to the fast scin­
tillators, we obtained base to base resolutions of 80 - 100 nsec over an 
energy range from 50 keV to 5 MeV. Most of this width, however, came from 
the energy region 50 - 200 keV. Timing resolutions excluding the lower re­
gion were 20 - 30 nsec wide at the base.
The IT signal was used in several ways. Because of a reduction 
in sensitivity to low energy pulses by the PHA, the tT signal was used to 
augment the baseline monitor in the PHA using the "sample" input. In con­
junction with a muon stop signal, the prompt Tf-stop coincidence was formed. 
The widths of Dl8 and D19 determined the width of prompt timing. This
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timing was determined from radioactive source measurements of the timing
- 1+distribution and was usually chosen as the full width at 10 maximum.
The " Tf -Valid Stop" coincidence determined which events would be analyzed. 
The output of this coincidence unit was used to gate the energy PHA. The 
fact that the stop signal had been delayed by 3T^necessitated an equal de­
lay in the if input signal to the coincidence and in the energy signal it­
self. The time between the occurence of the muon stop and the photon was 
measured with a commercial time to amplitude converter (TAC) and a pulse 
height analyzer. Since the "Valid Stop" signal was delayed by 3 ^ ,  the 
TAC was started with the Tf signal and stoped with the "Valid Stop" signal. 
Delayed times are thus at the lowest channels. A typical plot of the timing 
distribution is shown in Fig. 7. It is characterized by the large peak 
due to prompt x rays, a long decaying exponential tail with a slope char­
acteristic of the muon disappearance lifetime and flat random background.
When the computer was used, an additional requirement at the 
TT-stop coincidence unit insured that neither the timing analyzer nor the 
energy analyzer could analyze a new pulse while either was still busy.
This requirement prevented any confusion in association of the energy and 
time for one event.
E. Computer Controlled Data Acquisition System
During most of the experimental runs the SREL IBM 360/kb computer 
and IBM 2972/7 interface were available for data acquisition. For each 
event analyzed 13 bits of energy information and 10 bits of timing informa­
tion were transferred from two Kicksort ADC's to the computer. Energy 
arrays were created in core for each of the three timing regions: prompt,
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delayed, and early with respect to the stopping muon. The timing limits 
of each region were determined prior to the data runs by calibrations with 
radioactive sources. In addition, arrays were also collected in which the 
time distribution of various energy transitions were displayed. Sums of 
all the data taken were keot on the magnetic disk. The SREL system also 
contains the ability to store the energy and time information for each 
event on magnetic tape. Several runs from each target were taken in this 
"Save Tape" mode to check later for possible inconsistencies.
Several output options were available using the 360AU system.
All of the accumulated arrays could be displayed on remote oscilloscopes, 
plotted on an incremental plotter, and printed on a line printer and mag­
netic tape unit. To insure a correlation between the computer and external 
electronic devices, a deadtime signal from the computer was used to gate 
off the scalers if the computer was busy with data processing.
When the IBM 360/A was not available, a slightly different pro­
cedure was used. The energy array for the prompt spectrum was accumulated 
on a SCIPP 1600 channel analyzer; that of the delayed spectrum was accumu­
lated on the Kicksort 8192 channel analyzer and the timing information was 
recorded on a TMC 1+00 channel analyzer.
F. Calibrations
The experiment required three types of calibrations: the IT ray 
detection equipment had to be calibrated for both gain and efficiency, and 
the TAC calibrated to provide the time of occurrence of the V ray. The 
TT ray spectrometer was calibrated using radioactive sources and the TAC by 
a randomly gated crystal controlled oscillator.
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A series of radioactive sources was chosen, each of which emitted 
several different TT rays whose relative intensities and energies had been
well measured. Several sources were necessary, since no single source
j *• mu * H O .  133.,covered the entire range. The sources used were Ag, Ba, Co, Co,
13TCs, 152Eu, 15Sju, 2°3Hg, 177Lu, 22Na, 75Se, and l82Ta. In addition,
57 21+1Co and Am were used for energy calibrations. Table III lists the 
energies and relative intensities of the sources used. If more than one 
measurement exists for a given source, a weighted average of the results 
has been used.
Energy calibrations were made before and after each experimental
data accumulation using 38Co, 2 1^Am, 8^Co, and 22Na to check for gain shifts 
*
during the runs. These calibration runs were done with the beam on, and 
the sources placed far enough from the tT detector so as not to increase sub­
stantially the rate in the detector. Two methods of calibration were used.
In the first method, the "IT's from the sources were stored in random coinci­
dence with the stopping muons. This "feed through" measurement allowed 
the calibration spectrum to reflect the same rate dependences as a data 
accumulation. The "self gated" calibration runs consisted of letting all 
TT rays incident upon the detector be analyzed. No muon stop requirement 
was present in the PHA gating logic for the self-gated runs. Both cali­
bration techniques gave consistent results within the experimental uncer­
tainty of +_ 0.2 keV.
During the beam-off period a consistent set of runs was taken 
using each of the calibration sources. Great care was taken to avoid 
changes in gain during the course of these runs. These runs provided an
*
A typical data accumulation lasted 12 - 18 hours,
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extensive measure of the system linearity.
Three types of efficiency measurements were made during the course 
of the experimental runs. The first type was a simple relative efficiency 
curve. Each of the point radioactive sources was placed in two positions: 
in front of the target and behind the target. These measurements were 
used to obtain the attenuation of Tfrays in the target. The relative 
efficiency curves derived from each source were combined to obtain a 
curve of relative efficiency for the useful energy range of the spectro­
meter. In the second method a liquid radioactive source of precisely 
known strength was placed in a thin walled container having the exact 
shape of the target. In this way, the absolute detector efficiency was 
measured at several energies. Corrections were applied to account for 
the difference in photon attenuation between the liquid source and the 
actual target material. The third efficiency calibration method was also 
designed to measure absolute efficiency. Since it is known that the 
total K series muonic x ray yield is 100% for nuclei above Li, muons were 
stopped in targets of Z different from the primary target material. These 
targets were of approximately the same dimensions as the primary targets.
By recording the number of stopped muons and the number of muonic x rays 
observed, the absolute efficiencies were calculated at different energies. 
This last method has the advantage that it may be done under data taking 
conditions, and therefore any possible inconsistencies in the PHA gating 
logic will be included. Several different gating conditions were tried 
to test for possible inconsistencies.
k6
The TAC was calibrated by a method suggested by E.G.& G., Inc.
A block diagram is shown in Fig. 7. The randomly gated 50 MHz oscillator
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causes a spacing between start and stop pulses in multiples of 20 nsec.
Thus peaks separated by 20 nsec are generated by the TAC. This method 
provides a simple calibration over the entire TAC range.
G. Activation Experiments
28 2kFor both Si and Mg a measurement was made of the total rate 
for the reaction:
p -'+
In both cases the (A,Z-l) nucleus is |3 unstable. The method for measuring 
the total rate thus consists of stopping a known number of muons in the 
target and observing the number of (A,Z-l) decays. The measurements were 
relatively simple because, for both targets, the |3 decay leads almost 
exclusively to excited states of the original target nucleus. Thus one can 
measure in the same "C-ray detector the number of K series muonic x rays 
and the number of TT rays. Only the detector's relative efficiency curve 
need be known to determine the yield, since absolute efficiency effects 
will cancel out.
The procedure used consisted of stopping muons in the target for 
about one lifetime of the (A,Z-l) nucleus and then with the beam off ob­
serving the number of Tf rays produced. The lifetimes are 15-0 hr and
2k 282.31 min. for Na and Al respectively. Thus for the MgO target, muons 
were stopped in the target for 15 hr. after not being exposed to a beam for 
one week to allow any residual activity to decay. Gamma rays were then ob­
served for U8 hours with the beam off. For the SiO^ the cyclotron was run
3 6
in 800 sec cycles. Muons were stopped in the target for 200 sec, the 
cyclotron was then turned off while IT rays were observed for 600 sec.
Two twelve hour runs were accumulated in this fashion.
The data were accumulated in a PHA operated in the "multiscale" 
mode. Additionally, energy spectra were accumulated both with the beam-on 
and with beam-off. With the beam on, the number of muonic 's was multi­
scaled. With the beam off, the number of deexcitation "S"rays was multi­
scaled. The time structure of the beam-on information was used to correct 
for that fraction of the radioactive nuclei which has decayed during the 
irradiation. The beam-off data were analyzed with a least squares fitting 
technique to check for the proper lifetime.
The possibility of neutron induced background was also investi- 
28gated for the SiO^ target. Two configurations were tested. In one, 
with the target in place, the beam was stopped immediately upstream of 
the target in a 2" thick Cu absorber. This configuration should produce
about the same number of neutrons in the target region, but with no muon
28 . .n 
stops in the target to produce Al. The other configuration was similar
28except for the removal of the SiOg target. A substantial production 
28of Al was found in both cases and was attributed to neutron capture by 
27the Al in the detector cryostat. Quantitative measurements were made 
by normalizing to the same number of incident beam particles (l2's).
H. Target s
For each target used there were specific variations of the 
general techniques which have been discussed. A brief description of 
each target thus is in order.
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The SiO^ target provided information on both the yield of final
nuclear states produced and on the Tf-'O correlation. Slightly different
28configurations were used for each. For the yield results, the SiO^ 
target was used to avoid confusion between reactions of the type:
JX +- ( f i  >  ( ft >~h- O  +
and
juT 4- +■ r> +■ ^
To simplify the logic only the "second stop" requirement was used in the 
electronic logic. The observation time following each muon stop was
2 .b  fJL sec in order to minimize the finite gate width corrections. These 
procedures, however, resulted in a signal/noise that made lineshape analy­
sis for the f-Vcorrelation experiment difficult. The yields were calcu­
lated almost exclusively on the basis of the intensity of the K series 
muonic x rays and the detector’s relative efficiency curve. Absolute
1+0 56measurements using the muonic x rays from Ca and Fe gave consistent
results. No absolute measurements were made with radioactive sources.
To increase the signal/noise for the "tf-Vlineshape analysis, a
natural Si target was used. This eliminated the problem created by those
28muons which stop in the oxygen of the SiO^ target and create bremsstrahlung 
from the decay electrons. Observation times were decreased to 800 nsec and 
protection against decay electrons was added.
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292. _SiOg
29
This target in the form of ^iO^ Was use^ mainly "to determine
28the yields of states produced in Al. High population of certain states 
would confuse the IT-V correlation analysis of muon capture in natural Si.
2k
3. MgO
2kThis target consisted of MgO. The principal interest in this
target was in final state yields, although an analysis of the lineshapes
23of states produced in Na permitted a measurement of the energy of the 
emitted neutrons. Only "Second Stop" requirements were used in the gating 
logic and the observation time following a muon stop was 2.3 p. sec.
U. 12c
This target was employed in the measurement of the partial muon
12 11 capture rates to excited states m  B. The lineshapes of states in B
were also analyzed to determine the energies of emitted neutrons. Two
12experimental runs were made with the C target. In both measurements, 
yields were calculated by normalizing to the K series muonic x rays, and 
absolute efficiencies were determined using both radioactive sources and 
the muonic x rays from ^Ca and "^ Fe. In the first experiment simpler 
electronic logic and only the "Second Stop" requirement were used. High 
backgrounds produced large errors on the areas of the peaks, so the experi­
ment was repeated with electronic logic which rejected TT-rays associated 
with decay electrons as well as second muon stops. In both cases the 
observation time was 6.0 jjL sec.
IV. DATA ANALYSIS
Introduction
The description of the data analysis is divided into two parts. 
Those techniques used for the yield analysis are grouped together and 
those concerned with the line shape analysis form another group. Analysis 
of the data for yields includes a determination of the number of < rays 
detected for each transition, the determination of the Ge(Li) efficiency 
curve and an identification of each Tf ray transition seen. The lineshape 
analysis is predominantly concerned with a description of those physical 
processes, including instrumental resolution, which can effect the shape 
of a Doppler broadened "tfi-ray transition. This "theoretical" phenomeno­
logical lineshape is then compared to the experimental data in terms of 
the variable parameters. The process by which the final experimental energy 
spectrum is obtained is common to both groups and will be discussed in the 
section on yields.
A. Yields General
1. Gain Shifting
As has already been stated, the data were collected in 12 - 18 
hour segments. Each of these data runs could have slightly different 
gains mainly because of temperature instability. It was therefore neces­
sary to devise a method to sum individual runs which would have no effect
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on the lineshapes of the observed transitions.
Two tf rays were chosen which appeared in each raw spectrum.
The "gain shifting" routine was designed which placed the centroids of 
these two Tf rays in the same channels in each spectrum. A "standard" 
spectrum was chosen and all other spectra were gain shifted to coincide 
with it. The standard spectrum was usually a long "feed through" calibra­
tion run whose gain was very well known. In cases where a feedthrough
calibration did not exist, a data run whose associated calibrations ex­
hibited the least shift was used. For each run, the center channels of 
the peaks about which the gain shifting was to be done were determined 
by a least squares fitting technique. This technique will be discussed 
later.
Figure 9 gives an expanded view of the function and method of 
the gainshifting routine. The numbers at the top represent the position 
of channels in the standard spectrum, while the lower numbers represent 
the channels of a raw spectrum. Channel 1 in a shifted spectrum will be 
represented by the cross hatched area.
In the standard spectrum we let (El, CHl) and (E2, CH2) define 
the energy and channel number for the two reference points and let (El, 
CHI'), and (E2, CH2') be the corresponding quantities in the raw spectrum. 
The linear transformation:
CHS = m*CHR + k
where
CHS is a channel in the standard spectrum
CHR is a channel in the raw spectrum
kl
-  CH2 - CHI 
m CH2' - CHI'
k = CHI' - m*CHl
will map channels in the raw spectrum onto the standard spectrum. From 
this transformation it is possible to determine what fraction of the 
channels in the raw spectrum contribute to a channel in the standard spec­
trum. Each raw spectrum was gainshifted in this way and then all data 
from one target were added together. The summed data from each run were 
then analyzed for yields and lineshapes.
2. Least Squares Fitting
Each of the many "S'ray spectra was analyzed by a standard non­
linear least squares curve fitting computer code. Regions of spectra 
containing 7T-ray peaks were analyzed in terms of a number of Gaussian- 
like distributions plus a background function:
' i M  =  L  1  < r ? )  M
i
where
Amp^  is the amplitude of the i^ *1 peak
XCh is the center channel of the i^ *1 peak
FWHM. = 2/21n2 O’ . is the width of the i^1 peak 1 1
i is summed over the number of peaks present.
For most regions of the spectrum the background was best represented as a 
decaying exponential:
BKG(x) = BKG*exp ( X  x )
b2
In the presence of large peaks, a discontinuity can be present in the back­
ground which may be attributed to Compton effects in the detector. For 
fits near larger peaks the form of the background used was :
<0
B K G M  = ( M  +• C0MPT4 { ^ ( - U - K O ^ / X c r * )  d*
x
At energies below the large peak, this Compton background was constant. 
Above the peak it was zero and there was a smooth transition between the 
two regions.
During one of the runs, the crystal sustained some neutron damage
and the pole-zero correction in the main amplifier was misaligned. Both
of these effects caused low energy tails on peaks with significant statis-
l+T
tics relative to the background. Following Routti and Prussin we defined 
each peak in the fitting code as a Gaussian with exponential tails joined 
on either side:
?-5 S * p ( “ 2’ ^ “ " ^ 4  - ^
expCi?^ -2P4+tVP^
=r ]> e*p p)’(2? h x > ?M +
where the parameters are defined as follows:
is the amplitude
is the center
P^ is the width
2
P/- is distance in channels to the lower junction point
3^P^. is the distance in channels to the upper junction point. 
This functional form maintains continuity of slope and derivative of the 
slope at every point. In fitting data with low energy tails, we found the 
tail parameters to be significant only in the case of large peaks. Peaks 
with low statistics could he well fit with simple Gaussians.
Some regions of the spectra contained a large number of closely 
spaced "ZTrays. Convergence of the fitting program often required that 
the widths of each of the peaks be the same in these regions.
The fitting procedure yielded an amplitude, center and width
for each peak together with their associated errors, and a normalized
^L representing the goodness of fit. An acceptable fit had a normalized 
.2
yC of approximately 1. Errors were calculated using standard Gaussian 
statistics and represented one statistical standard deviation. The exact 
formulation of the errors is discussed in Appendix 8.
The number of "Zfrays observed is the area of the peak. Peak 
areas were determined by integration of the peak distribution from the 
fitting procedure. The error quoted on each area was the quadrature of 
the fit error and the statistical error (square root of the number of 
counts) on the peak. Although the error defined in this somewhat uncon­
ventional manner may be too conservative, it was felt to be useful over the 
whole range of peak areas measured. In cases where single peaks existed 
the summed area could also be calculated. This area is the number of 
counts above background. These two different methods of calculating the 
area were found to be consistent for peaks which were well represented by 
the functional form.
kk
where
3. Efficiency Measurements and the Raw Yields
The yield of a I f  ray is simply defined by the formula
Thus:
N.
N
is the number of Y rays detected 
is the number of associated stopped Jx 's
is the detection efficiency for the i f  ray, including 
geometrical effects
is the yield of the V  ray per stopped jx  .
The quantity N is the peak area of the tf-ray transition just discussed. 
Thus, to measure Yr , one must know the quantity:
Three methods of extracting the yields of the i f  rays were used, although 
each method was not necessarily used for each target.
The method used most often consisted of measuring the number of 
K series muonic x rays for each target and then using relative efficiency 
curve to relate this information to the area of Y-ray transition. For the 
K ^  transition, one may write as above:
or this can be used to write
At any energy E one can write the detection efficiency as
£ e = U ( < \ e , $ y  t)e • Fj.
where
U(r,0,<l> ) is the geometrical solid angle 
D is the detector absolute efficiency at energy E.
) is the absorption coefficient for a 7T ray
Since:
energy in the target and intervening materials
F., is the fraction of the Tf rays given off which occur (i
within the time range of the delayed analyzer. 
It is assumed that all F = 1 for K ^  x rays.
1 factors and absolute normalizations do not enter into the
yield calculation.
D k. R E « , - N  K E k.
h6
where
RE is the relative detector efficiency at energy E Ji
RA^r,*^ ) is the relative self absorption at energy E 
N is a normalization
If we define
R £ e  =  h E E  < h
as the relative efficiency,then:
the quantity:
v *  . M i *  . Ni
/  sf
will be called the raw yield. In the expression for the relative efficiency, 
RE^ , is measured using radioactive sources and RAg(r,0>^ > ) is calculated 
for each target detector geometry.
The detector relative efficiency was experimentally measured 
using radioactive sources with rays of well known relative intensity.
In Table IV are listed the sources used with each target. The relative 
efficiency of the detector at any ray energy for a particular source 
is
NJc
where
N_ is the number of Y  's observed at energy E
ill
RI„ is the relative intensity of that Y  ray
iii
N is a normalization.
A relative efficiency curve for each source is easily generated since all 
Y  rays are simultaneously accumulated for the same length of time. The 
arbitrary normalization can be used to join the cueves from each of the 
sources.
In the energy region above 250 keV the detector relative effi­
ciency curve is well represented by the function:
R E £ =  S E 1
where E is the energy, and S and C are constants to be determined. The 
curve from each source was fit by a least squares technique to such a 
function and the values for S and C determined. Different curves were 
joined by determining the efficiency predicted from each curve in over­
lapping regions. The errors assigned at each point included errors from 
the following sources:
1. statistical error obtained from the fit to individual 
peaks
2. uncertainties on the relative intensity of the transition
3. error in the normalization constants derived from the 
fits to the individual relative efficiency curves.
Figure 10 shows a typical experimental detector relative-efficiency curve. 
The target self-absorption corrections were calculated using
U8tabulated photon cross sections for the different elements in each target.
kQ
The percentage transmission through a material of thickness x is given by
Te =
where p.^, the mass absorption coefficient,is characteristic of the material 
and the incident photon energy. For a compound:
Y- * % W f\?i
The sum extends over all constituents of the target; ( M / 8 is the absorp­
tion coefficient for material i and p  ^  is the density of the i^ *1 material 
in the compound.
The self absorption correction was defined as
A numerical average was taken over the entire volume of the target with 
a grid spacing of about .01" taking into account the solid angle subtended 
by each point. Although accurate measurements had been made of the target- 
detector geometry, the relative self absorption correction was rather in­
sensitive to the geometry for the target thicknesses used. Absolute ef­
ficiencies calculated using this averaging technique, however, yielded 
values consistent with those obtained from radioactive source measurements. 
The accuracy was thus better than 2%.
A self absorption correction was calculated in this way for several 
It 8energies listed and an Aitken-Lagrange interpolation scheme used to gener­
ate the correction for each energy point in the detector relative effi­
ciency curve. After each value in the curve was corrected by its corres­
ponding self absorption, the resulting values were again fit to the function:
R £ e = s e t
b9
in the region above 250 keV. An n^ *1 order polynomial was used below 250 
keV. The values of the coefficients and their errors which resulted from 
these fits defined the relative efficiency at every energy for the dif­
ferent targets. For the region above 250 keV the raw yields are simply 
calculated
Table V gives the value for the parameter C for each target and run after 
the relative self absorption corrections have been made.
The other two methods for extracting the raw yield of each de­
layed ^ray involved the measurement of the absolute detection efficiency
£. Y  . We will consider the correction Fn separately and define:Cj
£v - TJ (<\My -d£ Pi E (o, e ,4^
using quantities defined earlier. The absolute efficiency measurements 
were made with radioactive sources and the muonic x rays from other tar-
Uq 50gets. Differences in absolute self absorption were calculated
using the averaging technique discussed earlier.
Radioactive sources were used in two ways. A very well calibrated 
*
point source placed in a known geometry allowed one to calculate the detec­
tor absolute efficiency. Careful measurements of the target-detector geom­
etry enable one to calculate the average geometrical solid angle and tar­
get self-absotption. The combination of these three gives the absolute 
efficiency. Calculated,in this fashion, the absolute efficiency is of
*IAEA
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course subject to errors in the absolute magnitude of the measurements,
and errors induced by the uncertainty in the knowledge of the true spatial
distribution of stopping muons. In the second case a well calibrated
*
liquid radioactive source was placed in a thin walled container of the 
size and shape of the target. After correcting for the difference in self 
absorption between the target and the liquid, one can determine the ab­
solute efficiency by placing the liquid source in the target position.
The difference in self absorption was calculated as before. This calcu­
lation was checked for consistency by using the measured detector absolute 
efficiency, the calculated geometrical solid angle, and the calculated 
absolute self absorption of the liquid to predict the number of Tf's/sec 
observed from the radioactive source.
Since the yield of the K series muonic x rays is very nearly 
100$,^  the absolute efficiency can be measured for energies in the range 
.02-6 MeV by selecting targets whose muonic K series are near the energies 
of interest. One then obtains the efficiency at that energy by: 
r\ N Ik *.
=  f V V
In those cases where no previous measurements existed for the yield of
the muonic transition, the entire K series yield was used and the
transition yields corrected for relative efficiency. The K series yield
was assumed to be 100$ and
\l ^  *■*> . &  *<dl
*
Texas Nuclear
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Table VI lists the calibration targets used, their dimensions, the 
yield and energy. In all cases the dimensions of the muonic x ray cali­
bration targets were close to those of the muon capture target and only 
slight corrections for differences in self absorption and geometry were 
necessary. Figure 11 shows the absolute efficiency curve determined for 
one of the targets. The curve shape is obtained from relative efficiency 
measurements. The normalization was determined by a least squares fit to 
the data from all three methods of calculating absolute efficiency. The 
combination of these three measurements of the absolute efficiency yielded 
results for which only relative self absorption could be a possible sys­
tematic error.
U. Corrections to Raw Yields
Several corrections must be applied to the raw yield measurements
to determine the number of TTrays emitted per captured muon. First, one
must correct the number of iT's observed for the finite observation time
of the data represented by the delayed spectrum analyzed for 7T-ray yields.
If we call t_.„ the earliest time after the muon stop for which a signal 
Dili
occurs in the delayed analyzer and t the latest time occuring in the
DL
delayed analyzer then the delayed analyzer registers only the following: 
percentage Y's in delayed analyzer
= ( e - V 00
of the 7f rays incident upon the detector. T* is muon mean life in the 
target material. This simple result is derived in Appendix C.
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Not all of the muons which stop are captured. One must thus cor­
rect for the fraction which decay. In terms of measured quantities this 
correction is:
Percentage muons which capture =  ^ y
where  ^is the capture rate
is the decay rate
is the disappearance rate
In calculating yields using the absolute efficiency, corrections 
must be applied for the number of particles stopping in materials other 
than the target. This was taken into account by a separate "target empty" 
run using either no target or the target frame. The number of stops recorded 
was normalized to the proper number of beam monitors and then subtracted 
from the number of raw stops in the target. A somewhat more complicated 
procedure must be applied to correct "Real Valid Stops", because the "sec­
ond" and "previous" muon circuits act on the cumulative number of beam 
particles stopping. This approach is discussed in Appendix D.
Using the methods just described we can calculate the yield of 
a given *TT ray transition per captured muon using the relative efficiency 
technique.
c. _ J   . J L  . W
^  * 1 7 ' R* Ft ^
or in terms of the measured absolute efficiency
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where
N
N.
K*
R
FG
Fc
STOPS.
STOPS,
R
TO
K«k
,C
V
= total number of recorded V rays (area of the 
i f  ray peak)
= area of the x ray
= relative efficiency at the is ray energy 
= relative efficiency at the ray energy
= fraction of V s  occuring within delayed region 
= fraction of muons captured
= absolute detector efficiency at the Y  ray energy 
= "Real Valid" stops
= "Real Valid" stops with the target out 
= yield of
= yield of ray per captured muon
The yields were determined using these two techniques as the number of 
photons of a given transition per captured muon. These yields are not the 
number of captures to specific final states and thus do not reflect any un­
certainties due to branching ratio information. In several cases a I f  ray 
of a given energy might be attributable to several sources. The correc­
tions applied to the yields in these situations will be discussed in a 
separate section.
5. Energy Measurements
Identification of each V  ray observed was generally based on the 
available information on energy levels of relevant nuclei. Some care was 
thus taken in the determination of the energy of each IT  ray. For every 
gain setting used, an integral linearity curve was determined using
radioactive sources. This curve was related to the summed gainshifted data 
at two well-known points. Both the transition due to e+ anihilation and 
the H(n, tt )D Y  ray occur naturally in every spectrum and these were used 
as known tie points for the linearity curve. The energy of each transition 
in the spectrum was calculated using the generated linearity corrections 
and the two tie points.
The linearity corrections were found by choosing two points in 
the spectrum, assuming a linear energy response between them, and then 
finding the deviation in channels between the channel predicted by the 
linear response and the actual channel in which the "TJTray fell. The ac­
tual channel was determined by the least squares fitting computer program.
A series of values for deviation from linearity vs channel number was thus 
generated. The errors on the linearity corrections included the errors 
on the tie points and the resulting linear slope, the errors on the fit 
center channels of the peaks and the errors on the energy of the ray.
In the region between 60 keV and 1+.0 MeV the linearity was calibrated using 
1+0 - 60 energy points known to within + .10 keV.
For purposes of calculations the linearity corrections were 
divided into k regions:
0 - 511.006 keV
511.006 keV - 127^.55 keV 
1271+.55 keV - 2031!.91 keV 
2031+. 91 keV -
A second order polynomial was used to describe the linearity correction 
at each channel within the region. The coefficients of the U polynomials
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were determined by a least squares fit to the points within each region as 
well a few points on either side of the region. The latter points insured 
a smooth variation from region to region. Figure 12 shows a typical linear­
ity correction curve and the results of the least squares analysis.
After the linearity correction had been applied to the center 
channels, the 511.006 keV line from © + anihilation and the 2223.21 keV 
line from H(n, T? )D were used to define the linear response in each gain- 
shifted spectrum. The energy of each "tf" ray was calculated on the basis 
of the energy response function. Errors were calculated on the basis of 
the error on the energy response, the error on the linearity correction 
and the error on the fit center channel.
Specific transitions were assigned to each TS- ray based on a com­
parison between the energy calculated and the most accurate independent
determinations. Agreement with known associated cascades and proper
branching ratios was also required.
6. Total Muon Capture Rates
28 2kThe total rate to all bound states in A1 and Na was measured
by a technique similar to the relative yield measurements of the partial 
capture rates. Both these nuclei are p unstable and emit one or more
energetic IS rays following p decay. The total number of bound states 
produced was determined using the muonic x rays and the number of 7f 
rays observed. As before the total rate is just:
S c _ I h a  • ^  ^  . - L  . -L
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BR ^  is the number of Tf’s produced per ground state decay (branching ratio)
and F_ is the fraction of "Zf's which occur during the observation time.
G
This fraction is calculated in Appendix C. It is somewhat more complicated 
than the finite gate width calculation for the delayed analyzer because 
both the rate of formation and the rate of decay must be taken into account. 
Because of the relatively long ground state lifetimes the yield based on 
the number of IT's occurring with the beam on and with the beam off could 
be measured. The average of these two numbers was used to obtain the final 
result. The lifetime of the radioactive gound state is long compared to 
that of the excited states, so no correction is needed for the time it 
takes the excited states to decay.
B. Yields of Specific Nuclei
The use of an oxide target prevented the possibility of absolute
28efficiency measurements with Si. All yields were therefore based on the
yield of the K series muonic x rays and a relative efficiency curve. Three
28separate experimental runs were made with SiOg as the target, with com- 
parible statistics (approximately 3 x 10'*'^ stopped muons) accumulated in 
each. Each was run at the same gain, so some of the Doppler broadened 
lines were fit in a sum of all data. However, each run was analyzed 
separately for yields. The yields quoted are an average of the three runs. 
Errors are the larger of the maximum difference from the mean or 10$. In 
most cases the statistical error was significantly smaller than 10$. It 
was felt that an uncertainty of 10$ was a conservative estimate of possible
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systematical errors in the analysis. For some peaks the statistical error 
on the fit area was large. These will be discussed individually.
A major source of background in these runs arose from confusion 
between the reactions:
Tf rays were observed with a time dependence characteristic of the muon 
capture lifetime. The background was thus postulated to occur princi­
pally from the the two-step reaction:
and detector system was in the A1 cap on the detector cryostat.
Because of the time character of the background radiation, 
correction by a simple subtraction of the out-of-time background was not 
physically justifiable. The background correction was made by normalizing 
to the "tf" ray at 835 keV from the reaction:
Q1|U
And
i8S.i C^r,
27Each of the lower excited states in A1 was affected by this confusion.
27The time structure of the transitions in A1 indicated that all of the
The only significant concentration of A1 in the vicinity of the target
27and using the intensity of A1 states observed in the experimental run
2k 12 2kwith MgO and C. The data from MgO was most useful since the capture
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28 2hlifetimes in Si and Mg are very close to one another, the target geom­
etry was exactly the same, and roughly the same number of neutrons per 
capture are expected. This last supposition can of course be tested by
comparing the final yields. An experimental run was made with Kirksite
12shielding (99-9% Zn) for the C target and the inelastic scattering peaks 
from this run were also used. An average of the two sets of data were used. 
In addition, slight contamination from the reactions:
fU C o  ^ ^  ^
And 
21 Rjl C n,
was observed. Those levels excited were corrected in a similar fashion.
The errors on the yields of levels to which corrections were applied were
correspondingly increased.
A similar effect was noticed in the activation experiments in
28which the total rate to all states in A1 was measured. Presumably the 
confusing reactions are:
flND
28 Si (n,
These contaminations were studied by stopping muons immediately upstream
of the target in a thick Cu absorber. The energy spectrum and number of
neutrons in the vicinity of the target is then similar to the case in which
muons are brought to rest in the target, but there should be no muon cap-
28ture reactions leading to states in Al. Quantitative corrections were 
made by normalizing to the number of 12 beam monitor pulses. By comparing
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target in and target out runs, the majority of the contamination was found
27to result from neutron capture in Al. For this reason, and since rela-
27tively few of the neutrons which are captured in Al lead to states of
28 52 5^interest to us in Al, ’ the excited state partial capture rates were
not corrected for any contaminants.
In Table VII are listed the final corrected yields for muon cap- 
28ture from Si. The level shemes upon which the identification was based 
are indicated. Table VIII and Table IX list observed transitions of un­
known origin and identifiable background lines induced in extraneous 
materials, respectively. Table X gives the transitions to which the cor­
rections were applied and the size of the correction in percentage of the 
uncorrected yield.
Several comments should be made about the yeilds of specific
28transitions. In determining the yield of the 30keV state in Al the 
Si(Li) spectrometer was used, and the number of 'tf’rays observed was re­
lated to the L and M series muonic x rays. A very thin target was used 
(.5 gm/cm ) in order to reduce the self absorption corrections. The fit 
to the 7 MeV peak was statistically limited and the yield measurement is 
based upon 2 runs in natural silicon. An absolute efficiency measurement 
at 5*9 and 8.5 MeV was based on previously measured yields and cadcade 
calculation predictions of the and 3p^y2~^S± /2  muon^c x rays
in natural Pb.'^’'^  The errors were increased to account for possible un­
certainties in the cascade calculation used to predict the yields of the
2p-ls and 3p-ls transitions. The uncertainty in the fit to the 221U keV 
27
transition in Al was large. This line is Doppler broadened and is mixed
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with the strong 2223 keV line from H(n, T f )D. In fitting the 8^3 keV line 
27in Al a satellite peak at 8H6 .7 6 keV was forced in the fit. This energy
corresponds to a transition in Fe. Omission of this peak resulted in 
. 2
poor /- of the fits. Good fits with consistent results for all three ex­
perimental runs resulted from forcing the center of the satellite peak to
be at 8U6 keV. There is a rather large cross section for excitation of
56this level by inelastic neutron scattering in Fe and its presence was 
observed in capture experiments in the other nuclei.
292. SiO^
Only one short data run (approximately 10^ stopped muons) was
29made with the SiOg target. Its primary purpose was to determine the par­
tial capture rate to those excited states used in the Tf-Vcorrelation ex­
periments. Low yields to the states of interest meant that a larger 
natural silicon target could be used, while still assuming that the
28
principal origin of the photons of interest would be muon capture m  Si.
Yields were calculated on the basis of the K series muonic x rays and are
listed in Table XI. Insufficient statistics were accumulated to allow
28observation of states in nuclei other than Al.
2b
3. MgO
2bThe data from MgO were also analyzed for yields using the rela­
tive efficiency curve and muonic x ray technique because of the oxide con­
tamination. The yields are the result of a single experimental run (approx­
imately 3 x 10^° stopped muons).
6i
Several of the levels were also contaminated by lines from 
27neutron scattering in the Al cap on the detector cryostat. The problem
was not excitation of the levels of interest, but close overlap in energy
between the levels of interest and contaminant lines. The yields of these
72lines were again corrected using the 835 keV level in Ge as a normaliza­
tion and the results of JjC experiments in other targets.
. 2hThe 472 keV level in Na is isomeric with a lifetime of .02 sec.
Consequently, very few of the rays from this decay will occur in the de­
layed analyzer. The yield was determined in an ungated data run. For 
this ungated run any Tf ray incident on the detector was analyzed, and 
the K series muonic x rays used to calculate the yield. A run of this 
nature of course has much worse signal/ noise, and it is only because of 
the relatively high yield of the b"J2 keV Tf rays that we were able to 
determine its yield.
No corrections were applied to the measurement of the capture
2brate to all bound states in Na. Since the majority of the contamination
28 2Tin the Si experiment resulted from capture of neutrons in the Al de­
tector cryostat and not from interactions in the target itself, the long
2brunning time required for the measurement of this correction in Mg was 
not felt to be necessary.
2bThe results from muon capture in MgO are listed in Table XII.
The nuclear level schemes upon which the identification is based are listed. 
In Table XIII are listed the corrections to the yields from contaminant 
Tf rays.
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The yields of tT rays resulting from |x capture in carbon were 
calculated using all three methods. Because of the low energy of the K
series muonic x rays in carbon (K^ = 75 keV), the yields were calculated
with a careful absolute efficiency measurement and a relative efficiency 
technique. The low energy introduces problems of relatively high self 
absorption corrections in addition to the rapidly falling detector rela­
tive efficiency curve (see Fig. 10). The data analyzed represent approxi­
mately 2 x lO'1'^  "Real Valid Stops" in carbon.
The relative efficiency curves were generated both with point
radioactive sources and the calculated self absorption effects and with
liquid radioactive sources. In the second case only the difference in
12relative self absorption between HgO and C is needed. Again, since the 
effect is a relative one, the relative efficiency curve is fairly insen­
sitive to this correction.
137The absolute efficiency curve was generated by a Cs liquid 
source in a container the size of the target and with muonic x rays from 
targets of ^Ca, ^Fe, Zn (nat). Both kinds of measurements were corrected 
for the finite difference in solid angle which the detector saw relative 
to the carbon target and for differences in self absorption between these 
targets and the carbon target.
The ’ZT-ray yields calculated by both methods of analysis are 
consistant within the experimental error. The measured relative yields of 
the K series muonic x ray lines are also consistent with previously
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reported values. In Table XIV the weighted average of the two methods 
of analysis is listed. Errors are the larger of the standard deviation 
from the mean or the quadratured error of the two measurements.
12Two separate and distinct running conditions were used for C.
In the first, all protective circuitry (2nd muons, previous muons, and
decay electrons) were present for the full 6 sec gating time. The long
protection time, however, lowered the number of "Real Valid Stops" to fewer
than 1/3 of "Raw Stops". Enough data were collected in this mode so that
12analysis of the 950 keV IT rays from B was not statistically limited.
The low yield and Doppler Broadened character of the 1670 keV if rays, 
however, made it unanalyzable with the statistics of this run. In the sec­
ond mode of data accumulation, only 2 jUsec gating times and only the 2nd 
electron requirements were used. The yield of the 1670 keV Trays were 
calculated by relating it to 950 keV Tray in the protected run. Thus:
Nl|t,7o (untproW*0 “f t  £ *so
UlokeV " '*\5ok*V ' fs)<lso(uwpro+ecte<n
An analysis of this type is legitimate because both the 950 keV Y  rays 
and the 1670 keV if rays have lifetimes short in comparison with the ob­
servation times. The use of the unprotected run allowed us to accumulate 
the necessary statistics much more quickly, and use the beam time more 
efficiently.
11The yield of the 211*2 keV line in B was also calculated in this
fashion because of the better statistics in the unprotected run. The quoted
6k
result, however, is based on a weighted average since enough statistics 
were present to analyze the protected data alone.
C. Tf-V  Correlations
1. Formulation in terms of a Doppler Broadened I f ray
The correlation function for Nth forbidden muon capture transi- 
1+3
tions may be written
8=o
The relationship of the vectors p, q, and k is shown in Fig. 13. These 
vectors are the muon spin polarization, the neutrino direction and the 
"if-ray direction, respectively.
If we consider only allowed muon capture transitions and do not 
determine the circular polarization of the "ifray then the correlation 
function becomes:
W *  * l +• <  <  Cp ^ H V P , ^
+ ( «(.° + c “  ^ (p-
The vectors k and q are unit vectors, while p explicitly contains the 
magnitude of the muon spin polarization. For experiments which do not pre- 
cess the muon spin, p-k is a constant determined by geometrical considera­
tions, beam and target properties. Note that if the photon is always ob­
served at an angle of TT/2 with respect to the muon spin polarization
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direction, the correlation becomes:
\Aj° =. \ +- <x^  Tj,
The reduction of the complete correlation function to the formula which is
useful for this experiment is given in Appendix E.
The method of observation of the correlations was suggested by 
57Grenacs and Deutsch. It involves the observation of a IS ray which has
been Doppler-shifted due to recoil of the emitting nucleus following neu­
trino emission. Since the V and nucleus have equal and opposite momenta, 
the energy of the "TT ray is just:
E - E. 11 - v
If no slowing down occurs, then the nuclear1 recoil velocity is:
<05.45^ -  Q
~ ~ ;ft
Q is the energy difference in MeV between the target nucleus and the 
excited final state and A is the mass of the recoiling nucleus in amu(c=l). 
E is the Doppler-shifted Vray energy and E^ is "Tf ray energy in the frame 
of the emitting nucleus.
Since the correlation function gives us the number of TT rays at 
a given angle k*q, the number of 7f rays with an energy E in a unit inter­
val of energy is given by:
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In terms of the histogram stored in a pulse-height analyzer we can write:
(e - £ 0'\ = EPC.
where
x = channel number
Xq = center channel of the unshifted Tf ray
EPC = energy per channel
If we define:
EPC ft
F  = . ^  -  EPC- E0 (loS.65q-<?^
then the distribution function is:
Nto = i * (^ 0+ t^?)(p K'iF<»-o+ (< ^ (p‘O f (*-*0Y) 
■L (3F1U-<0f _ l')
since the limits of the Doppler-broadened function are
\ 'i =  t l ,
the width in channels is
t*-x0-\F « -i-
* -- «» * '/f
If no correlation existed, then all angles k.q would be equally probable. 
Thus the spectrum one would observe would be a square, centered about 
with a width in channels of 2/F. The effect of the correlation is to 
modify the normal Doppler-broadened line shape and made some angles k•q
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more probable than others. This modification is shown in Fig. lU for 
several different values of the correlation. For simplicity, the actual 
function used was
N W  =• l - D  +  A +  c U - « 3
where
[ U * * v sa®’>-vt^'j-F.cp-o - a 'f
B =  = b 'f 1
t- 3/i b° ( T O F s - C.'fs (P*'>
D = v*. a.°2 =  1/36
Use of this formula assumes that the "Tf ray is emitted with the nucleus 
recoiling at maximum velocity; i.e. that no slowing down has occured.
Inclusion of slowing down effects is discussed in Appendix F following
58 59the methods of Pratt and Catz and Amiel
2. Instrumental Resolution
The theoretical intrinsic distributions shown in Fig. 1^ must 
be modified by the effect of instrumental resolution. If we consider 
that a S-function intrinsic signal produces a Gaussian response in the 
instrument:
G t o  * fl eT
o
then the measured distribution due to an intrinsic lineshape v J (o ') is:
00
C(^ =• J N G U} dl%
-<D
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Since we know that:
N ( ^  =  1 - D  -h R U - ^ + B U - X e S * '  +■ ( L C * - * ^
- o cvfiJlo^xcr x
and
= e
nVs.O’1
the integral over all space is:
A
< W =  N
(-*'/* <r*)
Over the region of interest, numerical integration by Simpson's Rule with 
100 points is accurate to within 0.01$. The normalization N is defined as
M  =. e ^ P  ck)C.
The convolution of the instrumental response and the theoretical intrinsic 
lineshape is easy to interpret physically. The value at any point in the 
spectrum is the sum of the contributions from all nearby points whose in- 
strumentally broadened lineshapes are finite at the point of interest. A 
measured value is thus the sum over the products of intrinsic values, and 
the probability of a finite contribution from that intrinsic value at the
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point of interest. Figure 15 shows the effect of instrumental resolution 
on a correlation
W  =. 14- 0.-5 -c^
for a 1.2 MeV ray on a scale of .5 keV/ch.
283. Least Squares Fitting - Analysis of States in A1 from p T
■ 28„.„ m  SiO^
Data were fit to a functional form which represented the convol­
ution of the intrinsic lineshape and the instrumental response. A numeri­
cal integration was performed at each point. The derivative functions 
needed by least squares fitting code, are listed in Appendix G. The values 
for F, the slowing down time and the nuclear level lifetime )\ were
input to the program as constants. The width of the instrumental response 
CT was held constant. The fits were made over a range of 0 “ greater than 
the uncertainty in the instrumental resolution.
As was noted earlier, (p-k) was a constant of the experimental 
geometry. It was therefore a parameter input to the computer code. As 
will be discussed later, however, due to the finite size of the target 
the lineshape should be affected by the finite variation of (p‘k). For
the data discussed here; however,
( f . K \  «  O
This follows both because the average angle between p and k is approximately 
tr/j. and because the net polarization in the Is state of SiO^ is near 
zero. The functional form therefore contained an overall amplitude, an 
instrumental width, a background and the correlation coefficients as
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variable parameters. The correlation coefficients A and C of course were 
not varied when p-k = 0.
Of the four nuclei studied, 5 suitable Doppler broadened if ray
28 28 transitions were found in A1 populated b y  |Jl" capture in Si. Figure
28l6 shows the lower levels in Al. The Doppler broadened transitions in­
dicated by heavy lines are:
1372.6 keV (1+)----- ► 30.6 keV (2+)
2202.0 keV (l+)----- ► 30.6 keV (2+)
2202.0 keV (l+)----- ^ k j 2 .6 keV (0+)
2139 keV (2+,3+)---* 30.6 keV (2+)
2139 keV (2+,3+)----- * 0 keV (3+)
+ +The transition 1372.6 keV (l )—♦ 972.6 keV (0 ) is also Doppler broadened,
28but its presence is masked by the muonic x ray m  Si. The lifetimes
of these levels have been experimentally measured and the level structure 
is fairly well k n o w n . i t  is thus possible to include the slowing down 
effects explicitly as indicated in Appendix F and to interpret any correla­
tions in terms of the weak interaction coupling constants. Possible prob­
lems which may exist with the interpretation of these results will be dis­
cussed in the section on results.
In Table XV are listed the results of fits to two sets of experi- 
28mental data in SiOg. The measured signal/noise for each transition is 
also indicated, since this information will be used in later discussions. 
Since p’k is close to zero both because of magnitude of the polarization 
and the geometrical angles involved, these data are sensitive only to the
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correlation coefficient a^ . The rather large errors associated with the 
measurements will be discussed elsewhere, but they are essentially due to 
the relatively poor signal/noise of the data. Each set of data is the re­
sult of approximately h x lO^ stopped |X.- . Figures 17 and 18 show the
results of fits to the region of the 1229 keV g" ray and the 2171 keV
28 28 if ray line in A1 from |jl capture in SiO^ .
U. Effect of finite target size - Analysis of data from |i.~"
in Si(Nat)
28In the SiOg data the combination of the low value for p and
the angle (p-k), meant that fits to the data require only the correlation
W °  =• I 4- \
29The experiment in SiO^, however, showed no capture (< .01 Vs/ jJLstop)
28which resulted in a transition through the 2202 keV (l ) state in Al.
29We were thus able to use targets of Si(nat) which contain k.92% Si and
3.09$ ^Si. Based on observed two neutron emission probabilities in ^ Si,
30 28 we assumed that effects due to capture in Si leading to states in Al
6kcould be neglected. Astbury et_ al have determined a remanent muon 
polarization in the Is state:
I p \ ■=• • I 5 2L .0%
in natural silicon.
In a finite target there can of course exist parts of the target
for which a large solid angle is subtended at the detector and for which
28 — p*k ^ 0. The problem did not exist for SiO^ targets because |p|-0
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in that case. Due to the alignment of the detector-target system, these
28effects must be considered when analyzing the states in Al populated by
JX capture in Si(nat).
The functional form compared to the data represented a synthesis
over the target volume. At each point in the target volume, a lineshape
which included instrumental resolution, and the angle (p*k) was generated.
The contribution to the lineshape from each point contained in the final
systhesis was determined by the solid angle subtended at the detector by
that point. Although a complete least squares fit is possible using the
systhesis over the target volume as the functional form, computer time
requirements indicated that a modified least squares fit - search technique
be used. For each value of C /C , the resulting systhesis was fit by a
P A
least squares computer code for the linear parameters. The amplitude and
the background were the only two linear parameters. Each correlation
coefficient was not treated as an independent variable, since thay are
all functions of only C /C for this analysis. The instrumental resolu-
I? **
tion and centroid had been determined from calibrations in the region of
interest and were varied in the fits within their uncertainties. The
ratio C /C was determined by minimizing in the search technique. Inp A
Table XVI are listed the results of these fits. The results are given in
terms of the correlation coefficients to which the data are sensitive.
28
Figure 19 shows the best fit to the region of the 1229 keV If ray in Al. 
The asymmetrical shape is the result of the polarization terms in the syn­
thesis over the target volume. Figure 20 shows the experimental geometry 
over which the synthesis was taken. Figure 21 shows the two transitions
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from the 2139 keV state. As -will be discussed in Section V, the form of 
the correlation coefficients for the 2139 keV state transitions is not 
known as a function of C / C T h e  search technique for finding these 
coefficients thus allowed all terms to vary independently. The natural 
Si data analyzed represented approximately U x 10"^ stopped muons.
D. Neutron Energies
1. Intrinsic lineshape for a two step GDR Process
It was also possible to analyze Tf rays from the (A-l,Z-l) nuclei 
in terms of the Doppler broadening produced. In this case, the emitting 
nucleus has recoil momentum from both V and from neutron emission. If 
we adopt a two step picture of this process as the giant dipole resonance 
model would predict, then the shape of the Doppler broadened ray is easy 
to interpret in terms of neutron energies. For simplicity, we assume no 
correlations between the V and n.
Since each process ( ->) emission and n emission) is considered to 
be independent, the lineshape which results from the combination of the two 
processes is merely the convolution of the lineshape due to each separately. 
The assumed lack of correlations means that each process will produce a 
rectangular shaped Doppler broadened line. The convolution of the two 
rectangles is a trapezoid. This line shape is shown in Fig. 22. The 
velocities imparted to the recoiling nucleus by each process are simply 
calculated.
7k
Both of these assume non-relativistic velocities for the recoiling nucleus 
and neglect the amount of energy taken up hy the nucleus. A simple cal­
culation shows that for M = 2k amu, =90 MeV and E = 6 MeV the recoil* 1M
velocity is the same due to each process. Appendix H gives a more com­
plete derivation of the intrinsic lineshape including the effects of 
slowing down times.'
2. Instrumental Resolution
Broadening due to the instrumental resolution is included in 
exactly the same fashion as in the Tf-V correlation analysis. The instru­
mental response was assumed Gaussian. Figure 23 shows the effect of a 
range of instrumental resolutions on a V - ray broadened by V  an(l n emis­
sion with E^ = 6 MeV, E v =90 MeV, M = 2k amu and a gain of .5 keV/ch.
3. Analysis
The data were analyzed by a search technique in which the neutron
energy was varied while the amplitude, instrumental resolution, centroid
and background were determined at each value E^ by a least squares fitting
code. Such an analysis yields a most probable neutron energy and a range
. t
of energies over which acceptable are found. The range of acceptable 
neutron energies was determined as that range over which the normalized 
changed by less than 1 from the minimum value. Table XVII gives the 
values for the neutron energies found from analysis of the (A-l,Z-l) 
transitions which were Doppler broadened. Figure 2k shows examples of 
fits to one of the lines.
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^• Intrinsic lineshape for a direct reaction process 
If we consider the reaction
jjr *■ (A / O ----» c k-\ , i - 0 ,|r * W
as a "direct" process with a 3 body final state, then we can also expect 
a Doppler broadened character for a deexcitation V  ray from the (A-l,Z-l) 
excited nucleus. We can adopt a purely statistical view of the reaction 
(assuming no correlations) and easily find the momentum distribution of the 
final nuclei. This distribution is given in terms of the available phase 
space:
a-l
£  =  K
d p ,  i - - z
6 sFor the three-body case, the solution has already been given by Block.
The intrinsic Doppler broadened lineshape may be found by summing over the 
number of nuclei at each momentum. This procedure is carried out in de­
tail in Appendix G. Figure 25 shows a comparison of the intrinsic line­
shape s due to each model of the reaction. The extremely wide distribu­
tion resulting from the direct theory is to be expected. If all the avail­
able energy ( * * 105 MeV) were given to the neutron, then the nucleus must 
recoil with ^  i*50 MeV/c. This may be compared to the maximum of 200 MeV/c
available in the two-step GDR model. This disparity in maximum allowable
66recoil has been noted by Pratt. Figure 26 shows a typical Doppler 
broadened "jf ray and the distribution predicted by the direct process.
7 6
Attempts to fit any of the experimental 1$ ray transitions in the (A-l,Z-l) 
nuclei to a direct-process distribution were completely unsuccessful.
The poor representation of the data given by the functional form described 
in this section caused the fits to diverge in every case. In more concrete 
terms, the experimental data are inconsistent with a direct statistical 
mechanism of neutron emission following muon capture.
For each I f  ray observed in a jS + (A,Z)— ► (A-l,Z-l) + n +
process, much better agreement with the data was obtained when the Doppler 
broadened lineshape was analyzed in terms of the two-step GDR mechanism.
V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
A. Yields
In addition to a comparison with ( tT, n) and ( i f , p) experi­
ments and (e, e') experiments, several comments can be made about impli­
cations of the yield measurements. Discussion of the yields is divided 
into sections pertaining to direct implications of the yields and to re­
sults from comparison with other experiments. Specific transitions of 
interest in each nucleus are followed by general remarks on the yields 
themselves.
1. Specific Yields
pQ
a. Si02
The 973 keV level in ^A1 is known^’^  to be = 0 . Direct
28capture from the Si ground state to this level would thus be a pure 
Fermi (0+— -> 0+) transition. Using the branching ratios determined by 
Boerma we can correct for cascades from higher levels and calculate the 
yield of direct capture to this level. We find:
o .o o o  5 + 00030
where Y is the yield of this state per captured muon. Calculations
f*c
of the rate of formation of this state would suggest that the yield is 
small. Theoretically the yield is expected to be low since in the (kr)n
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expansion of the ">) wave function, symmetry and isospin differences in the 
nucleon wavefunctions for the 2s-ld shell cause the terms n £  3 to vanish 
when calculated with harmonic oscillator wavefunctions. The n = 1+ term 
is the first non zero term and it is small.
Bunatyan et_ al.^  have suggested that the major portion of the
28 28 + muon capture to all bound states in Al from Si should be due to a 1
state just below the neutron binding energy. Our measurement of the total
2 8rate to all bound states in Al is in agreement with their result. Al­
though we detect a relatively large number of photons from a state at 7-7 
28MeV in Al, significant population of low lying 1 states is also observed. 
Since no cascades to these lower energy 1+ states were detected, the pho­
tons from the lower 1+ states appear to result from direct capture to those
28levels. We are thus led to believe that muon capture from Si leading to 
28Al results in a fairly uniform population of all the 1 states. It is
well known^ that the level structure of ^A1 is very complex. It is thus
28possible that the population of the low lying levels in Al is due to a 
large number of weak cascades. The level density means that such a situa­
tion would result in no discernable photopeak in the region below 7-7 MeV. 
Only a detailed spectrum stripping analysis might be sensitive to transi­
tions of this nature, and such an analysis is not possible for this experi­
ment. We believe, however, that the population of the low lying levels in 
28Al is due primarily to direct capture or accountable cascades. As
27 20
already noted, neutron capture in Al to a state at 7*7 MeV in Al leads 
only very weakly to the lower lying levels populated by muon capture.
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One can use the measured rate to all hound states in Al and
20the identified hound state transitions in Al to calculate the direct
capture rate to ground state in Al (J = 3 ). Using the rate for the
2139 keV level from the natural Si experiment, and those to the other 
28levels from the SiOg experiment, one finds
7 „  =  o . o M t  £  0 . 0 3 0
Using the same procedure to account for the observed cascades to the 31 
keV state in ^A1 (j"**" = 2+) one finds
K e V ^  =. o-QX\ o.o\S
These two yields compare favorably with the measured second forbidden
20 T  + +
transition to the 2139 keV level in Al (J = 2 ,3 );
C l  W  k ? v ,  1 * 3 *  ^  =  0.0^0 ±  O.oo 5
The above yield assumes that the two observed branches from the 2139 keV
62 63level are the only two which exist. ’ The fact that the yields deter­
mined for the ground state and the 3|keV state agree with the measured 
yield for a similar second forbidden transition indicates that all cas­
cades to these two levels have been accounted for. This fact does not, 
however, negate the possibility that undetected cascades to other levels 
observed to be populated might exist.
The results of this experiment can be compared to recent
70-73and particle emission experiments and to the neutron emission cal-
7l+culations of Singer. These comparisons are shown in Table XVIII. The
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data listed for the present experiment are the total number of Tf rays
seen for each nuclei taking into account known branching ratios. Only 
28in the case of Al (0 particle emission) however was direct capture to 
the ground state measurable. The present experiment is consistent with 
these earlier experiments, but we are unable to confirm them exactly, 
for two reasons:
1. The present experiment was not sensitive to capture 
to the ground state of most final state nuclei.
2. The present ejqperiment cannot distinguish between the 
emission of several particles and a bound group of 
particles (np or a d)
It is significant to note, however, that relatively large populations of 
nuclei resulting from pn and pnn emission are observed. Coupled with the 
observation by Budyashov^ of d's and t's with E^ "T'lS MeV and E^_ 'T '2h MeV 
this information suggests that significant numbers of d's and t's are 
emitted in muon capture.
Comparisons of the yields of Y rays with the two total rate
— - 70experiments ) (this experiment and Ref. 75) and with the (jjL^ p)
experiment indicates that the ground state is populated with about the
same strength as the excited states. To have agreement with the neutron
71multiplicity experiments of Mac Donald and the neutron multiplicity 
73theory of Singer however, requires that one assume a large amount of
direct capture to the ground state of the residual nucleus. In the case
28of zero neutron emission (to states in Al), a clear discrepancy exists
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between the present experiment and the neutron multiplicity experiment
71performed by Mac Donald. Similar disagreement in the region Z W  60 
75 77is found by Evseev and Lucas between if-ray measurements and neutron
multiplicity experiments.
The results of this experiment are in substantial agreement
72
with measurements of the total number of charged particles emitted.
72The fact that the experiment by Sobottka and Wills extends only to
energies of approximately 25 MeV accounts for the seeming discrepancy
that would be introduced by including capture to the ground states of the
residual nuclei in our measurement.
Several observations can be made concerning the influence of
the giant resonance in muon capture. As discussed in the introduction,
25Foldy and Walecka have argued that the main contribution to the total 
muon capture rate should be provided by the first forbidden transition 
to the nuclear giant dipole resonance in the (A,Z-l) nucleus. These tran­
sitions should go predominantly through the 1 , T = 1 states for capture 
by spin zero nuclei. These states are particle unstable and thus yield
nuclei with an A less them that of the capturing nucleus. Eoughly jh%
28 28 of the muon capture in Si goes to unbound levels in Al. Figure 27
presents graphically the ground state energies of all nuclei observed
28to be excited by muon capture in Si. The solid lines represent the
removal of particles one at a time, while the dashed lines represent the
26 25 2Uremoval of bound groups of particles (eg Mg + d, Mg + t, Na +ot ).
170
Particle-hole calculations by Farris and Eisenberg and the photon cross
79section work of Caldwell et al have shown that the strong 1 , T = 1
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20states in Si lie between 19-5 MeV and 26.3 MeV. The analogues of
these states would be expected to lie between lU.9 MeV and 21.7 MeV in
20Al. Comparison between Table VII of the data analysis section and
Fig.27 shows that between 5$ to 20$ of the excitations seen are energet­
ically inaccessible to decay from these strong vector (V) giant resonance
states. These populations could either be due to an excitation of axial
21vector (A) states, as suggested by the Louvain group, or weak vector
79states. Caldwell's data, for instance, shows a non-negligible contri­
bution to the total photon cross section (only V states) from energies 
above 30 MeV.
26The significantly higher yield of (pn) states ( Mg) vs (nn)
2g 2^
states ( Al) could be explained by the fact that Mg + d is energetically 
accessible to decay from the strong 1 , T = 1 giant resonance states in
pQ o£
Al while Al + nn is not. Figure 27 suggests that roughly 60% - J0%
of the muon total capture is energetically accessible to decay from the
strong 1~, T = 1 giant resonance states in the (A,Z-l) nucleus. Further 
evidence that muon capture does proceed through these giant resonance 
levels will be given in the sections on comparison with ( Tf,p), ( "JT»n) 
experiments and neutron energies.
The capture of muons on a cluster within the nucleus is diffi­
cult to interpret with the present experimental technique. It is possible 
to point out, however, that the production of large amounts of the nuolei 
resulting from the emission of all the particles after capture on a clus­
ter (eg_. nn or pnnn) is not observed.
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29b. SiO^
Of primary concern is the yield of the “JT rays around 2.2 MeV
28 28 28 in Al which could interfere with lines in Al from jjl capture in Si
29if natural Si is used as a target. Since natural Si contains k.J0% Si 
28and 92.2% Si the measured yields of the transitions from each pure tar­
get can be used to calculate the amount present from each source when 
natural Si is used as the target:
7 ( 4qS'i in V* Ua-fcV) =- 0.041
7 .n
Table XIX gives the fractional contribution to the lines of interest from
ir\ S i (ncd-V')
29the presence of Si in the natural Si target:
■ fra c t io n a l co rv ta .m irta 'h o r* ®  ^  (*8 5 ^  S  « Caol* ) }  +  \n  S \ ( n a M
V 0
We see that only in the case of capture to the 2202 1+ state is this con­
tribution negligible. Since the 2139 keV and the 2108 keV lines were
28
statistically limited in the SiO^ experiments, their yields are taken
from the natural Si experiment. Only one 10 hour run was taken with a 
2995 gm sample of Si, so the data are somewhat statistically limited.
c. Si (natural)
The natural Si target was primarily used to accumulate a high- 
statistics, low background spectrum to use in the analysis of the T-V
81*
correlation experiments. Because of the high statistics, several weak,
Doppler broadened, high energy transitions were visible which could not 
28be seen in the SiO^ experiment. In addition to calculating the yields
28of these transitions, the yields of the transitions in Al were measured
29 30to check for a possible increase due to the presence of Si and Si in 
the target. Since
V . (SKoaVrt ^  o avi  Y  ( a8s ; W . o m N] L ( aqsO> v o .o3 \W  ( 3eV .}
29
the fractional contribution to transitions due to the presence of Si in 
the target is
NY(.s.c«\«*v> — «st?,Nr CHh
Tf'OA'fcionoA conta.T(>\.\o&\0'i\ —  ^  (Si Crav'd
The fractional contaminations calculated in this fashion are also listed
29in Table XIX. These provide a check of the results from the SiO^ experi-
28ment. In the case of the 2139 keV and 2108 keV transitions in Al, no
28results were available from the SiO^ experiments so the fractional con­
tribution was calculated as:
Q . o m
■ffo.c.'VwyooA C.on'VotTrv yrvaA VOr\ — 'N(V (S*
+ 29Only the 2202 1 state is free from contaminations from capture m  Si 
which could interfere with the Y-0> correlation experiment when Si (nat­
ural) is used as a target.
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2ka. Mgo
Table XX lists the total yield of excited final states produced
2kin the nuclei observed from jA capture in Mg. Wo other experiment exists
20with which to compare the data. As in the case of muon capture in Si, 
relatively large populations of nuclei associated with emission of pn and 
pnn are observed. This information again may indicate the possibility of 
d or t emission. The possibility of some c( (ppnn) emission is also ob­
served.
, 2 k  KIn the case where the total rate to all states is measured ( Naj, 
one finds that the direct capture to the ground state is no larger than 
the rate to any one excited state. The actual magnitude of the capture 
to the ground state can only be calculated in this experiment by knowing 
the rate to all other bound states. If some bound state transitions have 
not been detected in this experiment, then the actual rate to the ground 
state would be lower than the one determined from the results of this 
experiment. This experiment produces the value:
=  o.obno.0%
Comparison with the yields of second forbidden transitions observed in
po p o ^ 20
Si ( Si ground state to 31 keV 2 and 2139 keV 2 states in Al) in­
dicates that this rate is probably too high. The second forbidden tran- 
28sitions in Si have yields of the order of:
V u v 6< ^  ~  °-°*'
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Since capture to the ground state of ^Sra,!^ = is fourth forbidden
muon capture, the rate should be less than Y(2+). There thus exists
2kstrong evidence that some bound state transitions in Na have not been 
detected.
Figure 28 shows the ground state energies of all nuclei excited
2k 28by muon capture in Mg. As in the case of muon capture in Si excita­
tions of greater than 40 MeV are observed, which may lend supporting 
evidence to the existence of A giant resonance states at energies greater 
than ^0 MeV.
2kThe capture to bound states in Na, as in the case of capture
28to the (A,Z-l) bound states from Si, appears to occur mainly to 1 levels.
12_e. C
In order to make an accurate determination of the muon capture 
12yields to excited states in B, one must interpret the Y" ray yields ob­
served in terms of capture to specific final states. Figure 29 shows
80 12 the most recent nuclear level diagram and branching ratios for B. If
we assume no cascades from higher states, then
V (*153 =  0.8oN(r^ + e>.03z[^/(l"^ +-0'4 ( ? )
=. o.m N
( I t io  =. N  ( IW.& V N/ (ifcm
=  o . f c o ' | ( r >  t - o . ,\ w [ v( W  +  o . w vl ( r ' l ' J
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where Y(953 keV) etc are the yields of the particular if rays observed 
and Y(l-) etc are the yields of direct capture to specific states.
Solving these equations for the yields of the specific states, we find:
^(2*)= ) ( ko/ -  lo .W  V ( S m  ksv\ 
sl (2"^ =■ | G 1 5 'i( ltlo K « v V l.2 5 7 Vf(^53k«V/) + \.2S7 
1.300 'i (<153 k*vVo-oM 3 Y  ^70  kev^ -  l-3oo V (2+>)
If the resolution of the spectrometer is such that the 953 keV and the 
9^7 keV transitions cannot be separated, then one can base an interpreta­
tion upon the assumption that there is no direct capture to the 2+ state 
(it is a second forbidden muon capture transition). This yields:
'i C^50 keV^ =- ^(^33 kev^ + W  (<*47 kev'*
—  °-8o^(rVo.o3i,[^(a'Vo.i4^0">i] +o.»4N/(r) 
N (Ife70k«^ E. N  (ifefcB k«\^ + < t \ / )
- o-8o S(r^ + o^fc8 ^  CI”  ^+• o.vh N  (rVJ
giving
N | ( c ^  ■= l.O<*4 k *v^  -  O .o 3 t W(U>7o k«v^
S =- 1-033 v/(»t7o kev\-o.qti >(0"^
8lRecently, a group at Dubna, using Nal detectors, was unable to separate 
the 9^7 keV and 953 keV transitions and used the approximation:
V (r l =.
V ( r )  -  ' i Ofc7o k«v^  -  Y K«v)
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8lUsing the known disappearance rate in carbon
=  4 .‘M U M  x 10s sec- '
M.Sp
one can calculate the capture rate to each state. Of primary interest is 
the rate for the reaction:
p-~ -  ,lc  — ^  V95
83The Carnegie-Mellon group has measured very accurately the reaction
and found:
= ( T o 5\ t o n ^  y. I03 Sec'’'
bound
12Using the values for the capture rate to bound excited states in B
( A no from 'the present experiment, one can extract A o  :
B Bgs
X l 4 o  ■ =  H  ) w r *
Table XXI lists the values for each X-i o * from this experiment
\ Band the calculated /\,p derived from these values. Also included in
Bgs
the table are the results of the Dubna N a l experiment. Agreement between
the two experiments is good although the present experiment provides a
+ 8U 85measurement of the rate to the 2 state. The results of calculations 5
of these rates are also given in Table XXI.
The total number of excited state captures is much better known
than the number of captures to each individual excited state. This fact
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occurs primarily because of the redundance of the cascade. The total 
number of excited state captures is effectively given in terms of the 
number of 950 keV (9^ 7 keV + 953 keV) TTrays and the difference be­
tween the number of 950 keV Tfrays and the number of l 6 j 0  keV y*rays. 
These two quantities are measured to good precision by this experiment. 
Their combination gives
T.  = *  0  O . \ 4 ^ » 0 3  S E C - " 1
The recent analysis of this reaction:
11C + %
85by Mukhopadhyay and Macfarlane has indicated that approximately 20% of 
the rate results from weak-magnet ism contributions and Q0% of the rate is 
due to axial vector terms. Because of the significant influence of weak 
magnetism terms, an accurate measurement of the rate could provide a sen­
sitive determination of the weak-magnet ism form factor. In Fig. 30 the
86capture rate, A plotted vs a quantity related to C^ /C^ ..
Bgs
The quantity ULis defined as:
P -  -  2 N  ^  *  1
The conserved-vector-current theory predicts
C h  -  C > v  C
where jx and are the anomalous magnetic moments of the proton and 
neutron, respectively. The theoretically preferred value is then:
JA. = (
90
Using the most recently reported value
c ^
A  -  - l . «  t  
t-v
we see that an accurate determination of 0^ /C^ . is still limited by present 
experimental and theoretical uncertainties. An interpretation of
Bgs
in terms of 0^ /C^ . requires an experimental uncertainty of 1% or less. The
correction to \  from excited states using the present experiment
B(hound) .
introducts only an additional 1% error on the measurement of A ,p . A
Bgs
determination of A to 1% is needed to accurately determine
^2 B(bound)
Cj^ /C^  from the C muon capture experiment. The 5% theoretical error in­
dicated by Mukhopadhyay must also be reduced before a 10% measurement of 
C^/Cy is possible. It may be of some interest to point out however that 
the results of the present analysis indicate a value of somewhat
different from that predicted by CVC:
£• o ^  t v
Because of the errors involved, however, the results are in approximate 
agreement with CVC theory.
f. Summary of Individual Yields
Significant information can be obtained by examining the yields 
of the iT rays following muon capture. Within the context of a giant reson­
ance theory of muon capture, we see that roughly 50%-6o% of the total muon 
capture rate can be explained by decay from the strong 1 , T = 1 state in 
the (A,Z-1) nucleus. The majority of the rest of the capture rate is to 
bound 1+ states in the (A,Z-l) nucleus.
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The predominant mechanism in muon capture is single neutron 
emission, although there are indications that substantial multiple nucleon 
emission occurs. In these medium Z nuclei, no nucleon emission occurs 
roughly in 25$ of all muon capture events.
If nuclear wavefunctions are known, specific transitions can be
used to calculate weak interaction coupling constants. In the case of
12 12 muon capture by C leading to the ground state of B, we find that the
rate is sensitive to the weak magnetism and axial vector coupling constants.
Although experimental and theoretical uncertainties prohibit a precise
12measurement, the combination of this experiment and the B total bound 
state capture rate yield a value of C^ /C-y reasonably consistent with CVC 
theory.
2. Comparison of (|JL~ ,Vn) yields with ( 7f ,p),( y  ,n) Experiments
As previously mentioned, the giant resonance theory of muon cap­
ture predicts that muon capture is predominantly a two step process with
the strong 1 , T = 1 giant resonance states accounting for the intermediate
2
states in capture by spin zero nuclei. As suggested by Uberall and Igo- 
21Kemenes, one might hope to ascertain the extent to which 1 giant reso­
nance states in the (A,Z-l) nucleus participate in muon capture by the 
(A,Z) nucleus by comparing the deexcitation schemes of the known 1 levels 
in the (A,Z) nucleus excited in electromagnetic interactions with the 
levels excited in muon capture. If the analogues of these known 1 states
participate in muon capture, then the deexcitation schemes of the two
28might be expected to be similar. In the case of muon capture in Si one
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27 28can compare the yields of states produced in A1 by the Si( nT )
27 88 27A1 reaction with the yields of states m  A1 from the reaction
28 27 88 27Si( Y  ,py' ) A1 and the yields of the analogue states in Si from
28 1 27the reaction Si( ,n v ) Si. This comparison is illustrated in 
Fig. 31.
Figure 32 shows a comparison of the ( jjl" ,->> n) and the ( y  ,p)
( Y  ,n) reactions. The ( Y,p), ( Y  ,n) yields are the result of measuring 
final state Y  rays and represent (j- <je. The seven 1 , T = 1 and
yO
two 1 , T = 0 states predicted by Farris and Eisenberg on the basis of
79a particle-hole model would be populated as measured by Caldwell. As
indicated by Farris and Eisenberg, the 1 , T = 1 states have the greatest
Y-ray absorption strength. These states are the analogues of the 1
states whose participation in muon capture we are investigating. The
relative populations of the final states from the three experiments are
in good agreement within experimental errors. The yields of the observed 
27excited states in A1 account for roughly 30% of the total muon capture
rate. The results from the neutron multiplicity experiments of MacDonald
71 -«•et_ al indicate that the (jJL* ,i?n) reaction accounts for b-5% of the total
muon capture rate. Agreement between the ( Y  ,p), ( Y  5n) experiments, 
which are known to excite the 1 giant resonance states, and the ( yT n) 
results suggests that the analogues of these 1 (A,Z) states in the (A,Z-l)
nucleus are responsible for the population of states in the (A-l,Z-l) nuc­
leus. The large contribution of the (A-l,Z-l) nuclear states in accounting 
for the total capture rate indicates the importance of the 1 , T = 1 
giant resonance states in muon capture.
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If one assumed a direct mechanism rather than a two step giant
27resonance model to account for the production of A1 states, one might
27hope to see a different relative population of the excited states in Al.
28 3 27The reaction Si(d, He) Al is such a direct mechanism and yields some
28 - 27of the same final states as the reaction Si ( y T  , "V n) Al. Table XXII
3 89compares the results of (d, He) experiment and the present ( u. ,1) n)
28experiment on Si. We see that the two experiments yield considerably 
different final state populations, suggesting that the population of the
mediate giant resonance states.
3. Comparison of ( |Jl~ ,S> ) yields with (e,e') experiments
In addition to the discussion of the electric dipole contribu-
—  2tions (l giant resonance states) to muon capture} Uberall has suggested
the presence of magnetic dipole terms. These transitions would lead
+ +
mainly to 1 levels in the (A,Z-l) nucleus for capture by a 0 initial
state and are the analogues of the giant Ml resonances seen in 180° elec- 
32tron scattering. They correspond to the spin flip transitions in a 
shell model.
The probability that muon capture results in a nuclear transition 
of the type:
27excited states in Al is better explained by the involvement of inter­
can be written approximately as
0  » -  IT I + O v y / I V M ^  ATT U ( S > / a m S
[ i & A t u y ' - I Cl* u t
9k
In this expression:
Z is the charge of the capturing nucleus 
A is the mass number of the capturing nucleus 
m^ is the muon mass 
M is the nucleon mass 
Sf is the neutrino momentum
B is a factor which accounts for the variation of the muon
wave function over the nuclear volume. Numerically,R=.86
X 6G^,Gp are the "effective" muon coupling constants
Y  ^   ^is the nucleon isospin changing operator
is the spherical Bessel function of order 0
0” (i) is the nucleon spin flip operator
J (f || 0 11 i)| is the reduced matrix element^
The approximations used to derive this expression essentially involve only
the first term (jg(V'A )) in the expansion of the neutrino wave function.
ForVSi 100 MeV/C and the nuclear sizes of interest, this expression is
32accurate to approximately 20%. Similarly, for 180° electron excitation
32
of the analogue states, the cross section can be written as:
with
■ i c*ii i f  ♦ c ft- r
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The additional terms are:
is the incident electron momentum 
q. = + Kg is the momentum transfer
K-P* N
are the proton and neutron anomolous magnetic
moments
JL (i) is the single particle angular momentum operator
Because of the factor ( jU. - 1 1 )  =  3.6, it has often been customary to
ignore the contributions due to ft(i) in the electron cross section.
However, one can use the measured /Vjjlc for excitation of the analogue 1+
states in the (A,Z-l) nuclei to obtain li°T and relate this information
to the measured (d O’ /dA.) (l80°) for the giant Ml states in the (A,Z)
nucleus to infer the size of the I N  This procedure has been applied
many times to the analogous and Y  decays of analogue states »92»93
In Table XXIII are listed the electro-excitation cross sections
calculated from our measured muon capture yields to the analogue 1+ states.
These calculated cross sections are compared to the experimental cross 
28 2ksections in Si and Mg at a similar momentum transfer. For these cal-
28 62 63 culations, the branching ratios in Al obtained by Boerma ’ have been
2kused to determine the state populations. The levels in Mg are assumed 
to have only one branch.^ The cross sections (dlT /d-fl-)^ are calcu-
2 2.
lated using |^ 0"| as determined from muon capture assuming
Comparison suggests that in general one should not neglect that part of
the electron cross section due to it. The actual size of cannot be
determined because of a lack of knowledge of the 0~-Q. relative phase, but
, 93
“ • comparisons in the 2s-ld shell.
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An apparent discrepancy exists in the case of the 1373 MeV level in Al.
An inclusion of the second order terms in would reduce the values we 
calculate for the electroexcitation cross section, but these terms are 
expected to be small. Likewise, if the population of the 1373 MeV level 
in muon capture were due primarily to cascades, the calculated electro­
excitation cross sections would also be lowered. A large value of 
with opposite phase fromJ*<T could also account for the discrepancy.
B. y-V Correlations
1. Interpretation of results
a. Allowed transitions
The correlation function for allowed muon capture has been ex-
Ul i*3amined extensively by both Popov and Bukvostov and Oziewicz and Pikulski
In terms of the vectors p, k and q}the polarization, the photon direction,
and the neutrino direction, respectively, we have already shown that the
correlation function for allowed capture is
In terms of "matrix elements",
a° =  vTfc K! ~~Tl_ 
b° =  Jfc*
1 an,*•*-?»*- 
c ; -  , - R v t V
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The "matrix elements" and are functions of the nuclear matrix ele-
A 'l
ments themselves and the weak interaction coupling constants. A 2 is 
a function of the nuclear spin sequence and multipolarity of the I f ray 
transition. Their exact form is discussed in the Appendix J. Under the 
assumption:
[loi ] > >
where [ IO I"] and are nuclear matrix elements defined by Morita
l8and Fugi, the matrix elements can be written in terms of the "effective" 
coupling constants:
G q = f O  Ah
G p  ”■ G v 0  + )AK)N))^ Nl
This assumption about the relative magnitude of and £,111"] is
equivalent to assuming ^(qx) ' y ' y ^(qx) over the nuclear volume. The
assumption is accurate to about 20%. In this approximation the correla­
tion coefficients involved become:
c(° -
O
Gft1 ■+■ Z6(|fep ~ Gp 
36n - Z&A&ip + Gp
_ J^ ri' [ *6»VGg--.1
-  ^  3 ^ - Z G b Gp + G ? J
r-A" \ &  1
b2 -  ' / <’ ^ [ 3 6;_ 2 G BGp+GPl J
 A« [  G ft — "|
(J^ ^  3 j ( T / V j  | 3 G ft- 2 G * G p  •+ (op J
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If we set
Cy/CA = 1/-1.23 
M = 938 MeV
and
q. = 99 MeV,
then the correlation coefficients are solely functions of Cp/C^ . Figures
33-36 show the dependence of the "matrix element" part of the correlation
coefficient upon Cp/C^ . Figure 3^  which shows the dependence of a^  on
Cp/C^ also shows the possible effects of the jg(qx) nuclear matrix ele-
1+3
ments from the work of Oziewicz.
A*1Table XXIV gives the values of for the allowed transitions
28of interest m  muon capture by Al. The most interesting transitions are:
»5i “ Aft* * V
0 (d*}----------- J^ftoikev---- ---------->  -jo t
0 (o.)----------- > x i n  K W  (rt---------- >• VU-t <oU
0  ins k«v Ci4')--------- *^v
A + +
Because of the values of 5 the 0 -----1--- —• 0 transition is
+ + +
obviously the most sensitive to Cp/C^ . In fact the 0 - 1 ————**2
transition should be almost completely independent of Cp/C^ because of
A 'I
the small value for A 1 .
+ ^  +
Using the results from measurements made here of the 0 --*1
+
— » 0 transition, we find
c f /cfl - . 4 1 6
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from the term which is most sensitive to C ^ /C ^ . This measurement is 
in agreement with the Golgberger-Treiman relation^ '1' hut the error is 
large. The reasons for this large error and the possibilities for im­
provement will be discussed later.
Besults of the correlation coefficient determinations from the 
+ M' + "tf +
0 ----* ~ 1 ----2 transitions disagree with theory. The correlation
coefficients are experimentally found to be negative and large, while
predicted to be small but positive. Within the context of the theory
developed by Popov, et al., this observation is inexplicable. The agree-
28ment between the two examples of this type of transition ( Si—*-1.373 keV 
28— ►-30.6 keV and Si—* 2202 keV—►30.6 keV) and two separate experiments
28( SiOg and Si (natural)) lead to the conclusion that the data are in­
ternally consistent. The possibility of cascades to these levels might 
account for the observations, but it is difficult to see how cascades 
would increase the size of a correlation coefficient. Such cascades were
not seen and if present would be expected to destroy the observed 
+ ^  +
0 ----- 1--- > o correlations also. The reasonableness of the yield
20of the 2202 keV level in Al with respect to the electroexcitation of
its analogue might also be considered an indication that cascades to the
27
level do not predominate. Thermal neutron capture in Al has already
shown that no cascades to this level exist from states populated by
+ ^  + tT +
neutron capture. The situation with regard to these o — ^  1  r2 tran­
sitions thus remains a mystery.
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b. Second forbidden transitions
When muons were captured in natural Si, two Doppler-broadened
28second forbidden transitions to states in Al were observed. The tran­
sitions observed were:
Ag
5 1 --------- k k e v /  ( ? . * )
2 8 S i - - - - - - - - - - - - - * .  2 .1 3 ^  k * v  — -----   o k « v  (.if)
The correlation function for second forbidden transitions is given by 
1*3
Oziewicz et_ al.
+ L C t * f - t  * a* p *■ ’
l=o
If one does not measure correlations with the circular notarization of 
the TS ray:
1 *° KJ . W ■ \
Q. =. b =T a ■ — &  - O  0 * 0  '.•••■KJ)
1 ** 2 » 1 »
In terms of observed quantities
W z = I +
I*- /-
’SL
To simplify this let us assume p*k = 0. Then
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cft / ^ 5 ^ y n r / ^ c K S - ^
A11'Table XXV lists values of /\j for the two transitions observed as sinning 
first that the 2139 level is 2+, and then that it is a 3+ state. We see 
that the possible correlations are
w *  =  \ +  a.* T z (.*;
with:
v (*• + *>o — - a ---• t>
o ‘ - ± ~  2*  — * *
* J 3
o + - t *  j*— !L-» ,*
By measuring only the sign of the correlation coefficients, one can deter-
+
mine the spin of 2139 keV level to be 2 . This also is true if we assume
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the photons are emitted in E2 transitions. Using the definitions given 
by Oziewicz, we find the correlation coefficients are:
5
A* = o
K - o 
b* A, = A “
b; \  - o
b* A *  = o
C* /V* = / h  A "  A lVl
C* /V, = o
CLg = O
with A t =  3 L^ Ai +V* _ H r £ + 3 V
A ?  =  jr-1 ^
and the correlation function becomes:
y j K  \ v (*\ | +■ ( <\\ *•
This is exactly the form used for the allowed transitions and we see that 
one is justified in using the same data analysis techniques as for the 
allowed transitions (i.e. we do not have to consider other functions of 
P L (k*q)).
Analysis of the and (see Appendix J), however, shows that 
the correlation coefficients for these second forbidden transitions depend 
strongly on the nuclear matrix elements involved. This fact was noted by
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Oziewicz and Popov in the case of non-unique first forbidden transitions.
Wo wavefunctions yet proposed predict a 2+ spin for the 2139 keV level in
28Al. Because of the complexities involved no attempt will be made to 
calculate a value for the correlation coefficients in terms of weak inter­
action coupling constants for these second forbidden transitions.
It should also be pointed out that the existence of electron
scattering data to this level could be used to calculate the electric and
83magnetic nuclear matrix elements (see for example Werntz and McGuire for 
12 12calculations in C — B). Such data are difficult to obtain, however, 
because of the presence of the strong 1+ state at 2202 keV. The total 
measured capture rate to the 2139 keV level might also be used to gain some 
information on the size of the nuclear matrix elements. A detailed analysis
•j Q
depends on lU matrix elements and is thus very complicated. One, however,
can use the capture rate to fix the quantity A £• A g is proportional to
l8the quantity Pq defined by Morita and Fugi in terms of the capture rate
to the state. One must still evaluate the 8 nuclear matrix elements con- 
2 2tained in Ap and Vp to predict the correlation coefficient.
The present analysis, however, is in no way dependent on our 
knowledge of the magnitude of the correlation coefficient. In terms of 
Popov's theory, one is able to predict the spin and parity of the 2139 keV 
level based only on the sign of the correlation coefficient. The sign 
does not depend on a knowledge of the nuclear matrix elements, but only on 
the spin sequence involved.
2. Methods of Improving Subsequent Experiments
We discuss the possibilities for improvement of the Cp/C^
measurement from the 0 --- *■ 1  t  0 transition observed in this experi
ment. Of the transitions observed in this experiment, it is the only one 
sensitive to C /C  .
The first effect to be considered is the instrumental resolution 
In this experiment, the size of the correlation coefficient (which deter­
mines Cp/C^) is effectively determined by the magnitude of the dip in the 
Doppler-broadened if-ray transition, [for p-k = 0], For a given magni­
tude of the correlation, any broadening of the instrumental resolution 
effectively decreases the quality of the measurement (see e.g. Fig. 15).
If we assume a correlation coefficient of .3 and an observation of the
281229 keV transition in Al with infinitely narrow instrumental resolution 
the quantity measured has a 30% effect on the lineshape. If the resolu­
tion were 1.8 keV FWHM, the effect would only be 15%; if the instrumental 
resolution were 2.9 keV FWHM, the correlation would produce only a 10% 
effect. The present experiments were performed with an instrumental 
resolution of approximately 2.7 keV FWHM at 1.2 MeV. Data of increased 
sensitivity to Cp/C. could thus be obtained by using a detector with much 
better resolution.
Intimately related to the resolution effect, is the effect of 
counting statistics. Since the quantity measured is effectively a devia­
tion in the lineshape of the 7f-ray transition observed, the deviation 
must be greater than the statistical fluctuation in the data before a 
determination can be made. Within the context of such a simple approach, 
the statistical uncertainty on a peak would be expected to vary as
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for constant signal/noise, and for a fixed peak height:
A l  *
5 ^ T  +*1
where S is the signal above background and S/N is the signal/noise (back­
ground) .
In order to make quantitative predictions about the precision 
of measured correlation coefficients, Monte Carlo lineshapes were generated 
in the following way:
1) For a given value of Cp/C^, p*k, end instrumental
resolution O" , a lineshape was generated for the
+ •*- + TJ" + 28
1229 keV 0 ---1- > 0 transition in Al.
2) This lineshape was transformed into a peak of pre­
scribed amplitude and a linear background was added 
to predict a data -point for each channel.
3) The quantity R T T  was added to each channel; N is
the number of counts in the channel and R is a ran­
dom number with the frequency of occurance weighted 
by a Gaussian with a standard deviation of 1.
These computer generated lineshapes were then fit by the same least- 
squares code used for the real data. Figure 37 shows the uncertainty in 
a^  for constant signal and variable signal/noise, and constant signal/noise
and variable signal. For these curves C /C. =• 8 and FWHMtiL2.3 keV. The
r A
lines connecting the data points are the results of the simple approach 
described above. The two fits to real data have similar instrumental reso­
lution and agree well with these curves. Using these curves it is possible
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to predict the precision of measurements for specific amounts of data and 
background.
28In comparing the results of the SiO^ and the Si(natural) data
28for the 1229 keV transition in Al we find that the signal/noise increased
from 1/35 to l/U. The improvement is due to the elimination of stops in
Og, decay electron rejection in the Si(nat) experiment, and use of 1 jA. sec
observation times for the delayed analyzer. For a constant background,
the signal/noise is best for times close to the stopping muon. A further
improvement in signal/noise should be possible if one changes the target-
detector geometry (see Fig. 20). The top half of the target subtends a
solid angle at the detector approximately 1/5 that of the lower half of
the target. The use of a smaller target should thus permit the observation
of approximately the same number of if rays, but eliminate a large number
of background if's. Reasonable estimates indicate that with a metallic
Si target, the protective electronic logic used in this experiment, and
careful consideration of detector-target geometry a signal/noise of 1/2
9kshould be achievable. Use of an anti-Compton device would also increase
the signal/noise ratio.
An increase in the amount of data by a factor of It, coupled with
a 1/2 signal/noise ratio and an instrumental resolution of 1.8 keV FWHM
should result in an error on a^  of 0.03, according to this analysis. In
the region of Cp/C^ = 8 this error amounts to a 10$ effect. The present
9
data in natural Si are the result of 32 x 10 stopped muons in a 1250 gm 
target at 125 k/sec stops. Thus, the data represent approximately 71 hours 
of machine time at SREL. The solid angle times detector efficiency was
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approximately 0.3 x 10 (fractional value). If one assumes that hy cut­
ting the target in half and leaving it at the same position the 1/2 signal/ 
noise situation is achieved without altering the amount of signal, then a 
10$ measurement of C ^/C ^ can be achieved in 12-15 days of conventional 
accelerator time with a detector of roughly 10$ efficiency and a resolu­
tion of 1.8 keV FWHM under beam conditions. Such a measurement may be 
possible in the near future. It should be remembered that measurements 
to better than 10$ require consideration of the nuclear wavefunctions in­
volved in the muon capture transition.
The increased rates at a machine such as Nevis make the possi­
bilities even more attractive. Use of the LAMPF facilities with its ex­
tremely high rate may be difficult because the duty cycle makes conventional 
coincidence experiments extremely difficult. As noted earlier, background 
reduction plays an important part in any successful measurement. Although 
the relatively small beam dimensions at LAMPF (8 cm x 8 cm) will help re­
duce bakcground, bremsstrahlung from decay electrons originating in the 
target material would appear to be a major source of background.
3. Problems Associated with the Observed Tf-V Correlations
The o+ 1- *■■-» 0+ (28Si — *8Al(2202 keV) £8Al(973 keV))gs
28transition resulting from muon capture by Si is best suited to analysis
in terms of the theory of Popov et_ al. We are at a loss to explain the
+ fx. + V  +
contradictory correlation coefficient obtained m  the 0 --- » 1 ----  2
transitions (28Si -- -28Al(2202 keV)— *28Al(30.6 keV) and 28Si --» 8A1-- »
gs gs
28(1373 keV) — » Al(30.6 keV)). The difficulty is especially perplexing
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4* 4* ^  +
since one of the 0----■*> 1  2 transitions proceeds through the same
4* 4 - 4 - 4 *
2202 keV 1 level which gives rise to the 0— *1 ^0 transition.
Cascades from higher levels could lead to a destruction of the
correlation. At the present level of statistics, no such cascades were
27seen. Thermal-neutron capture data in Al has indicated no detectable
cascades from higher energy excited states to the 2202 keV level. (A
transition of 2170 keV with a yield of 0.2 /100 captures is labeled as
1+315 keV— ►2139 keV). A yield of 0.5 I f  /100 captures is observed for
07
13^2 keV If rays in thermal neutron capture by Al. It is thus unlikely
that neutron induced reactions could destroy the correlations by cascades
from higher levels. Although no muon induced cascades were observed, it
95should be noted that the electron scattering experiments result m  a
28yield to the analogue of the 1373 keV level in Al which is a factor of
5 smaller than that calculated from the muon capture rate. If the/& con-
28tribution is the same order of magnitude as it is for other levels in Si
2hand Mg, then this discrepancy may indicate that unobserved cascades to
28the 1373 keV level in Al are occurring. The discrepancy xn the value
28 28of the correlation coefficient for the 13^ -2 keV transition ( Si — »■ Al—*■
gspO
(137^  keV)— ■» Al(30.6 keV)) might thus be explained although we have no 
conclusive proof that cascades are the cause of the disagreement between 
experimental observations and the theory of Popov.
In the case of the 2202 keV (l+) level, one branch is consistent
4“ 4* I [
with theory (l * 0 ) while the other (l— 2 ) gives an experimental
correlation coefficient in disagreement with Popov's theory. Cascades to
2 o
the 2202 keV level in Al would be expected to destroy any correlations,
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and thus affect both transitions from the state. Given the correctness
28of Popov's theory and the spin assignments of low-lying levels in Al, 
no mechanism can be proposed for the observed effect.
1+. Significance of the Experimental Measurements
Although the present experimental data do not yield a measure­
ment of Cp/C^ to high statistical precision, several points of significant 
information have resulted:
1) We have observed several nuclear Tf rays suitable 
for analysis using the Tf-V correlation theory de­
veloped by Popov et_ al. and the experimental
56technique proposed by Grenacs et_ al_. These are 
the first such transitions observed.
+ +
2) Among these transitions, we have found a 0 — ■**!
— *0+ spin sequence which is the correlation most 
sensitive to Cp/C^ .
c) We have made a detailed analysis of problems involved 
in a measurement of C /C and make specific state-
x .H.
ments about the experimental conditions necessary 
to achieve a 10$ measurement of Cp/C^. We have 
discussed several problems associated with the 
TT-v> correlation techniques. 
h ) Several of the transitions observed have been suc­
cessfully interpreted in terms of the theory of 
Popov et_ al.
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In order to employ the Tf*-V correlation technique in future experiments 
with the confidence that an interpretation in terms of weak interaction 
coupling constants would he meaningful, one should seek:
1) Definite proof that the low lying states observed
in such an experiment are the result of direct
28capture and not cascades. In Al, this requires 
a more thorough investigation of the level scheme 
and spin and parity assignments. Significantly more 
data on high energy rays following muon capture 
will be required to check for cascades. Indeed, 
more data taking may be required to investigate 
possibly confusing cascades than might otherwise 
be necessary for a measurement of a correlation 
coefficient.
2) An understanding of the cause of the theoretically 
contradictory correlation coefficient observed for
the 0+- ■■■»lt ..-»2+ transition involving the 2202 keV
• 28nn level m  Al.
C. V  Ray Transitions Doppler Broadened by and n Emission
As a further indication of the role of giant resonance phenomena
in muon capture, one can consider the lineshape of rays in the (A-l,
Z-l) nuclei which are Doppler broadened due to both neutrino and neutron 
2 6 *5emission. 5 The process for formation of the final states might be 
viewed either as a two-step phenomenon in which the intermediate state is
Ill
a giant resonance state in the (A,Z-l) nucleus or it could be viewed as
a single step direct process. For either case it is possible to predict
the shape of a if ray which is Doppler-broadened due to the emission of
a neutrino and a neutron.
For the two-step giant resonance model, the Tf-ray lineshape is
a function of the energy of the giant resonance state(s) involved and
thus the neutron energy. Since several giant resonance states may decay
2to the same final nuclear state, analysis of data in terms of the giant 
resonance model can take two forms. If a suitably detailed model of the 
giant resonance exists, then one can use a calculated neutron distribution
which the model predicts. This technique has been applied by Kaplan et al
15 l6to the 6.3 MeV transition in N resulting from yt, capture by 0 using
96the theoretical results of Raphael and Uberall. Good agreement between
the theoretical and experimental results was found. A second procedure
which can be used if a significantly detailed model of the giant resonance
does not exist, is to solve for those neutron energies compatable with the
30experimental data. Kaplan et_ al. also used this technique m  analyzing 
his ■'"'’n data. The correlations involved in this two-step process are very 
complicated. Generally one makes the simplifying assumption of complete 
asymmetry in the V  n angles.
If the case of a direct model, the correlations would be similarly 
complicated. If a purely statistical theory of the final states produced 
is adopted, then the recoil momentum distribution of the final nucleus 
can be calculated exactly with no variable parameters. This technique 
was adopted for the present analysis and consequently a single lineshape
• u
>
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is generated for each '8' ray transition on the basis of a direct model 
mechanism for the reaction.
As was mentioned in the data analysis section, the lineshape pre­
dicted by a direct model did not represent the data well. The predicted 
distribution was much wider than the observed data. The predicted recoil 
momenta were higher than those we observed. On this basis it appears that 
a direct model does not play a major role in the mechanism for single neu­
tron emission following muon capture. Because of the extremely wide energy 
distribution of the V  rays resulting from a direct process, however, con­
tributions from a direct process to the observed transitions would not be 
statistically significant if they accounted for less than 20$ of the ob­
served capture rate to the states.
The statistical model used in this analysis is not the only model 
for a direct process. The most obvious extension is the inclusion of the 
nuclear Fermi momentum; ie_ include the fact that the proton is not always 
captured at rest. Such a model would not give the same distribution of 
final nuclear momenta as the model used in this analysis, but it would pre­
dict some nuclear recoils with at least as large a momenta as those pre­
dicted by the statistical model. A more quantitative prediction concer­
ning the recoil distribution is required to positively eliminate the 
possibility that a direct reaction mechanism produced the observed Tf-ray 
distributions.
In the case of the giant resonance model, the data indicate that 
for all observed transitions, good agreement between theory and experiment
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is obtained for neutron energies in the region 0-6 MeV depending on the 
state involved. These are the energies which would result from the decay 
of giant resonance states in the (A,Z-l) nucleus. In agreement with the 
comparisons between ( JjC , V  n) and both ( IS ,p) and ( y  ,n) experimental 
results, good evidence is found for participation of the (A,Z-l) giant 
resonance levels in muon capture by the (A,Z) nucleus.
VI. SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The present experiment was designed to investigate both weak 
interaction and nuclear structure effects in muon capture reactions. In 
addition to the yields of deexcitation Tf rays from nuclear states excited 
by muon capture several observations concerning the experimental results 
can be made.
There are strong indications that giant dipole resonance states 
in the (A,Z-l) nuclei play a strong role in the capture mechanism. The 
yields of if rays produced by the reaction ( |X~ , \) n) are comparable with 
the yields of I f  rays produced in the decay of known vector GDR states 
which are the isobaric analogues of the states which might participate in 
muon capture. The Doppler broadened shapes of "2Tray transitions produced 
in the reaction (jut , n) agree well with a model which assumes that the 
reaction proceeds via the GDR states in the (A,Z-l) nucleus. Agreement 
with a model based on a direct reaction mechanism is poor. Decay of the 
GDR states via particle emission can account for roughly 60-70% of the 
total capture rate.
Several IT-ray transitions have been found which are suitable
for analysis in terms of the Tf-*V correlation formalism. Of these, one
^  JJL ^
particular transition (0--- *■ 1- *0 ) has been observed which is very
sensitive to the induced pseudoscalar coupling in the weak interaction
111*
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Hamiltonian. In addition, a transition whose yield is sensitive to the 
weak magnetism coupling has been investigated. For both cases, the 
theoretical and experimental uncertainties involved prohibit the extrac­
tion of statistically significant values of the coupling constants.
There seem to be indications that experiments performed in the 
near future may clarify the weak interaction problems remaining in muon 
capture by complex nuclei. With these problems clarified, muon capture 
should become a complementary tool to electron scattering and photo­
absorption in the investigation of nuclear structure in complex nuclei.
VII. APPENDICES
A. Electronic Logic
The complexity of the fast electronic logic suggests that it he 
described in some detail. The following protective devices were included:
1) A "second stops" circuit to prevent analysis of events 
in which the stopped muon of interest was followed by
a second stopping muon within 3 capture lifetimes (3Y ).
2) A "previous stops" circuit to exclude events in which 
the stopped muon of interest was preceded by a stopped 
muon within 3 .
3) A "decay electron" circuit to exclude delayed events 
in which a decay electron was observed within 3'V .
(Note that this is applicable only to delayed events; 
all prompt events were analyzed.)
U) A "prompt beam spike gate" which vetoed all events
occurring during the intense prompt spike of the beam 
spill.
Discussions of the fast logic refer to Fig. U of the experimental section.
The outputs from the photomultiplier tubes on counters 1 - 5  
were fed into discriminators D1-D5- Delays were adjusted to form the in­
dicated coincidences. The 12 coincidence included an anticoincidence de­
rived from the cyclotron R.F. pulse to inhibit the logic during the prompt
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beam spike. All discriminators were Chronetics 151 and coincidence units 
were Chronetics 152 except where listed otherwise.
Discriminator D6 was used in the "updating mode"; its output 
width was 3 V  , and was delayed 20 nsec from the 1235 input. The 
"previous stop" coincidence, with 1235 (yes) and D6 (no) as its inputs, is 
thus disabled for 3V after each stop, and an output from this unit 
cannot have been preceded by a stopped muon within 3 V  . The updating 
nature of D6 insures that the "previous stop" coincidence is disabled 
for 3 V following the last stopping muon.
To test if a stopped meson is followed by another stop within 
3 V  , the signal corresponding to a stopped particle must be delayed by 
3V and put in coincidence (or anticoincidence) with the signals corres­
ponding to subsequently stopping particles. The delay was passive in nature 
to avoid any time jitter or deadtime effects. Discriminator DIO was used 
to reshape the logic signal following the delay, and its output represented 
a stopping muon signal, delayed by 3T* , which has not been preceded by 
another stopping muon within 3 V  . The delayed stop signal was used to 
form various coincidences with "second particle" signals. A "second 
particle" signal refers to either a second stop or a decay electron.
The "second particle" signals were obtained by using a strobed 
coincidence unit (EGG C126/N). One output of the "previous stop" coin­
cidence , delayed by 20 nsec, triggered discriminator D7. The output of 
D7 was 3T wide and was the strobe pulse for the strobbed coincidence.
Any input to the strobed coincidence occurring between 20 nsec and 3T* 
after a stopping muon signal, thus gave an output. A "second stop" is
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simply a second 123^, while a decay electron is a second 3,3' or ^(123^). 
The 123t included in the decay electron signature insured that "second 
throughs" (a particle passing through the target) were not counted as 
electrons. The probability that a decay electron caused a 123^ signal 
is small both because of solid angle and absorption conditions.
The actual number of analyzable stops (no decay electron require­
ments) were referred to as "Real Valid Stops". The inputs to the "Real 
Valid Stop" coincidence were the delayed stop signal (including previous 
stop requirement) from DIO and a "second stop" signal as an anticoincidence. 
The anticoincidence signal from D13 was 3^ wide to insure that second 
stops which were close in time to the stop signal would still be in anti- 
coincidence after the 3*V stou delay. A "Valid Stop" required both the 
absence of a second stop, a previous stop and a "decay electron". The 
no "decay electron" requirement, however, was applied only if no prompt 
ray was observed. Since exclusion of events for which second stops 
were observed was always required, the signal in anticoincidence with the 
output from DIO was a "second stop" or a "decay electron". The "second or" 
generated this signal, and like D13, Dll had a 3*V output width. The 
"decay electron" coincidence with no prompt ray was formed at the "e ' f " 
coincidence unit. A prompt Tf-stop coincidence from D20 inhibited the 
"e tt " coincidence for 3*V following each observed prompt x ray. The 
"decay electron" requirement included in a "Valid Stop" signal applied 
only to delayed IT rays. "Valid Stop" signals were placed in coincidence 
with TS ray signals at the " if -stop" coincidence. These " ~6 -stops" were 
them used to gate on the PHA's. "True Valid" stops included the "no
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second stop" and "no previous stop" requirements, and an absence of ob­
served decay electrons. It could thus be used to calculate the number 
of decay electrons observed.
The "prompt if -stop" coincidence required relatively narrow 
time resolution ( 100 nsec) between a raw stop signal and a Tf-ray sig­
nal. Delays were adjusted so that only prompt YT rays were in coincidence 
with the stop signal.
B. Errors
The uncertainties in each parameter involved in a least-squares 
fit may be determined from an error matrix. This matrix is related to 
method of non-linear least squares fitting used. The quality of the fit 
is determined by:
where
y^  are the data points
0”  ^are statistical errors on the data points 
y(x^) gives the functional behavior at the point x^  of the 
fitting form used.
The parameters a. in y(x.) are varied so as to minimize • One must 
J 1
thus solve the set of simultaneous equations:
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The method of the present analysis used a first order Taylor's expansion
of y(x) as a function of the parameters a^  and solved for the increment
% a. in each parameter. This procedure is iterative and requires an 
<j
initial guess for the value of each uarameter:
and the set of n equations (one for each parameter a^) to be solved is:
o
In matrix form
= So. oC
p
v  ' t 3<xi J
The solution is __j
Sol = p
The error matrix is
£  ■=:
97and as defined by Bevmgton:
i
%  *  ‘ i
In this experiment we have used
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where
N is the number of data points 
n is the number of variable parameters.
This definition increases the errors for poor quality fits since theoreti­
cally:
|sl-r\
The standard formula derived from Gaussian theory of error was
98used to describe propagation of errors.
a =  f t o p
<)
where y is a function f(a.) of the parameters a.: each a. has an error
J J J
a^  associated with it.
98Likewise from consideration of Gaussian statistics, the weighted 
average was calculated as
The x^  are independent measurements of the same quantity each with an
associated error & x^. The error on the weighted average was taken to be
the larger of the standard deviation from the mean and the standard devia-
98tion. The standard deviation S is given by:
Z5 -
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while the standard deviation from the mean S- is given by:98
with
S*; =. X. -  *•
C. Finite Gate Width
Two types of corrections for finite observation periods were 
applied in the analysis of the data. In the normal experimental arrange­
ment we sought to determine the number of 7f rays which are emitted during 
the time period of the delayed analyzer. Since these Tf rays are essen­
tially instantaneous in time with respect to the nuclear capture of the 
muon, we wish to determine the fraction of stopped muons which was cap­
tured during the duration of the delayed analyzer. In the case of the 
activation experiments which determine total capture rates to a specific 
nucleus, we must determine the fraction of radioactive nuclei which de­
cayed during the "production cycle" and the fraction which decayed during 
the "beam off" cycle. These two different situations will be discussed 
separately.
For the correction due to the finite time width of the delayed 
analyzer, we are interested in the number of muons which are captured 
during the time interval defined by the beginning and end of the delayed
123
analyzer (t__ 9 t^). These two times are simply related to the TAC time JJJ3 JJiL
channels which define the delayed region:
t D8 =. ( r o  -  I .D L V T P C .
t 0E = C IO  - T O P V T P C .
where
10 is the channel number corresponding to time zero in the
TAC (i.e. the peak of the prompt events)
IDL is the last channel of the delayed region in the TAC
IDF is the first channel of the delayed region in the TAC
TPC is the TAC calibration in nsec/ch.
IDF and IDL are reversed from what one might normally expect because Tf -ray
signals were used to start the TAC and delayed muon stop signals used to
stop the TAC. If \  is the muon disappearance rate from the Is atomic
m
orbit in the nucleus under consideration, then the number of muons not 
captured by time t is I * 1
M  =, W „  e "  X m
The number captured during the time interval defined by t_._ and t_._ is.-Us5 DHj
1 I / a" ^No = N„ U  -  e  )
The fraction of the total number of muons captured which are captured
during the delayed time interval was called the "finite gate width"
correction:
F a  - No
12k
For the activation experiment, we wish to determine the number
of radioactive nuclei present at the end of the production cycle. The
number of K ^  muonic x rays observed as a function of time indicates that
to within +_ 1% the rate of production of radioactive nuclei was a constant.
We thus have a known rate of decay of the radioactive nuclei, A , and a 
constant rate of protuction. If we let
x = total number of radioactive nuclei produced 
t^ = production time
A = radioactive decay rate for the nuclei produced
then
*Y = the characteristic mean life, m
C = (t ~ ) is the rate at which radioactive nuclei are produced. 
t0
The rate of change of the radioactive nuclei is *.
d T  =  & -  \b»
If
1*5.
then ci |x \
d t  ~  " V
This can be integrated to give
-  A m*
jj. =  ^ 0 e
and
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At t = 0 there are no radioactive daughters, so
c.
0 “  T  +
and thus , .
When the production cycle is over, the number of radioactive nuclei which 
have not decayed is
_MCO - T tv- e \
-  k -
- W r *
1 v- er
The fraction which have decayed during the production process is
x —
he. — -------------------------------- ------
P *
The fraction which decay during the beam off observation time defined by 
*80 1S ; 
rG& - -
DO v
As in the "finite gate width" correction to the delayed analyzer, the 
third factor is the fraction of the nuclei present at t = t^ which decay 
during the observation period. Since it is very close to one for the ob­
servation period used here, we can consider the number of radioactive 
nuclei present at the beginning of each successive production cycle to be 
zero.
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D. Correction for "Real Valid Stops" in the target empty runs
The correction for the number of "Real Valid Stops" in the tar­
get empty run is complicated by the fact that the number of second stops 
and previous stops depends very sensitively on the actual number of stops 
per second, and thus on the amount of material between scintillants 3 and 
U including the mass of scintillant 3 itself. There will be fewer "Real 
Valid Stops" in the target holder if the target is in place because of 
"Second Stops" in the target; stops in the target holder are eliminated 
by second stops in the target material and vice versa. "Second Stop" 
rejection in the target holder and target material is proportional to:
S^-jS (Stop rate in target holder) (Stoo rate in target) =HI 1H
(Rt )(Rh)
2 2STT A-»(stop rate in target) = (R^
2 2STITI (stop rate in target holder) = (Rt.)HH H
where:
Sm  = stops in the holder rejected because of second stops in HI
the target
SmTI = stops in the target rejected because of second stops in 
1H
the holder
S.^ = stops in the holder rejected because of second stops in HH
the holder
S ^  = stops in the target rejected because of second stops in
the target
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If we define:
then:
StopsmiTI = number of raw stops in the target and holder 
1+ri
Stops = number of raw stops in the target holder aloneH
RVS^^ = number of "Real Valid Stops" in the target and
holder
RVS^ , = number of "Real Valid Stops" in the target alone
RVS„ = number of "Real Valid Stops" in the target holderH
alone
RVST+H st°PsT + st°PsH ~ STT ~ SHH “ Sth Sht
and
st°PsT+H = st°PsT + StopsH 
But from the "target empty" runs
RVSh StopsH S ^
The quantity of interest is the number of "Real Valid Stops" in target 
material:
StopS,p — — Sijjj
Thus
RVSt = rvst+h - RVSh + sHT
In terms of known quantities
Stops
q =  q ( - )
HT HH Stopsr^i
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Thus
StOpB -Stops
RVSt = BYSt +h - RVSh - (StcpsH-RYSH )( ----- )
E. Correlation function
^0 h3The correlation function as derived by Popov and Oziewicz
for a muon capture transition of the type:
V  ”  V
a-  + — *  (fl.-a-A*' * v
\
\---- ► ( A . ^ - 0  * "*■
can he written in terms of the order of forbiddenness of the muon capture
*1 Q
transition as defined by Morita and Fujii. Using the notation of Oziewicz 
and Pikulski,^ for forbidden muon capture transitions, one can ex­
press the correlations as:
w N = » + u N-  ir O  p ^ *  E  ( <  + <  p W H ' *
+  T .
1=0
The vectors p, q, and k are the muon spin polarization, and the neutrino 
and Tf ray direction, respectively, p includes the magnitude of the 
polarization .
p  - p w\
while the other vectors are unit vectors. P ^  (cos© ) are the Legendre
N N N N Npolynomials. ^ , a , b , c , and d are correlation coefficients which
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depend on the weak interaction coupling constants, the structure of the 
nuclear states involved and kinematic effects. The form of the correla­
tion coefficients is discussed elsewhere.
When one does not measure circular polarization of the y  ray,
—  I13
k appears only in even powers, and the terms
L lf3
If the IS ray transition has multipolarity 2 , then
Q i -  ^  -  V .  = = o
for
min (2j. , 2L) in the case of pure radiation
min (2j^ , 2L+2) in the case of mixed radiation
With these restrictions, the correlation function for allowed muon capture 
is:
In an actual experiment, the observables are
I  W
The angle between the planes defined by k, q, and k, p is unobserable. 
Integration of this angle (w) over all possible directions gives:
J p . ^ d < o
j p A^'Ed(0 - O
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Using these, one obtaines the following correlation function for allowed 
transitions:
W ° =  U  W W :  y
F. Slowing down effects in the Y -V  correlation function
We wish to consider the effects of V  emission at other than the
maximum recoil velocity, i.e. the effects due to slowing down of the re-
58coiling nuclei. The derivation will follow the analysis of Pratt and 
59Catz and Amiel. We assume only electronic slowing down effects. This
99assumption is justified by the range of nuclear lifetimes involved.
If we consider only electronic slowing down effects and M is 
the mass of the nucleus, then:
de
so cW
d *  ”  ”  M
- vr
and
Thus:
where
\ K
"(vj refers to the characteristic slowing down time of 
the material. 
v(t) is the recoil velocity as a function of time.
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The Doppler shift is given by
E v  = E0 C i -
where
Eq is the initial Y  ray energy
TT-0 is the angle between direction of emission of the
Y  ray and the direction of recoil
E.^ is Doppler shifted energy
It is useful to define
V  cosCe'") *=. \ r W  cose©')o '
We want to average over all values of cos© which will produce the same 
Doppler shift. At smaller velocities, a larger value of cos© will pro­
duce the same Doppler shift. The maximum Doppler shift possible is for 
cos© = 1, or & =0. This angle will result in detection of a y  ray of 
energy E y  at some value of the velocity v(T)
This relation defines the maximum time over which we must average the con­
tributions to a given E .g from different cos® values:
J -  , =  1!L „ e > T
C o s © ' s r c n
C o s © ’ =  e  ^ s T
T  - —  fi.n Itos © ‘I / \ s
The spectrum observed in the laboratory is then
T
J  K1 Ccose^ ACCos©') dftfs/ (cos©’^  cUcos©'}
o
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where
/t'~ "JJ" is the characteristic nuclear level lifetime.
Using the form
jvjfcose^ *=■ I — D + ft cose + Bcos2e +• C. cos30
we find ^
N(cose'^cose") = V f t  ^  ^ W s e ')  -  D +■ ft cose'e^
V  B c . o * V  ezX^  •+ C.Co’ s'esXs+] <U
A cos8'(p w >
/ / X  \ / \-^Xs v
* (  I -  I Cose'I 5 )  v  0  Cos2-©* ( > - 3 * 5  jO *  ^tos®' I * )
C  c o s V ( - j^ * « X s ^ ( l - | c o s © ' \  >5 d ( c o s e ')
Redefining the values of the constants somewhat, we can write
+A(t.-iCi()^ sV'- (Flx-*»|U 1
4- C (n--<Y ( PTC\ (I - (P U-x, { ^  )
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where E PQ.
F =■
If we look at the limit x5 , i.e. where all Y  rays are emitted at
A \  A
Vq , then
(_A—  \   A. - i
I  A - X s ) ^  A
K - 4 '  "5 i p ^ - C )  \
X-XsVx* i . v .X/\g
but
o
and thus:
<  I | < 1 As/X <  1
I P  C k -  \ X />s  — => o
In this limit, the proper correlation function is measured.
The characteristic slow down times can be calculated from 
range-energy tables for heavy ionsA^ The recoil energy is:
and
where
E *  -- i  =  T * / 2 M
*?* - | 0 S . t 5 ^ - 9  (nev/)
E is the recoil energy
M is the mass of the recoiling ion
v is the recoil velocity
R
is the recoil momentum 
Q is excitation energy of the excited nuclear state from
the ground state of the nucleus which captured the muon.
13^
Since for electronic slowing
28 28For the 2202 keV level in A1 with a SiO^ target one can calculate that
ok = 1 .^  *  lo " '*  SEC
Measurements^ of the lifetime of this level are reported as
- (35 t \io"'S SEC
Substitution into the correlation formula including slowing down effects 
shows that these values of the two characteristic lifetimes produce neg­
ligible effects on the correlation function. This effect holds true for
*
For larger values of ( / ot* ) the slowing down effects should be included
in a correlation function. Figure 38 shows the effect of different values
of A /A on the correlation function, s
G. Numerical derivatives of correlation function for least-squares fitting 
code
The tables give cLE/dx as a function of E .K
down e ffect s:
d E  1/2T ' - ^
J _  _  H ________
~  As ~  K
A complete least squares fit requires the derivatives of the 
function fitted with respect to each variable parameter. Only in the case 
of allowed capture by unpolarized muons, however, was a complete non-linear
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least-squares fit performed. The correlation function used was thus:
N C % ) — [l V 3 ^  1 —  ^pOc-k6^ \ 4 \
where
X-X,
\ - h—  
x - X
A, - *
1 x-»X5
A H ^  x ~;*xa
A«
e:
F  -
k5
E~Pg-
E o ^
EPC is the energy per channel calibration of the analyzer 
Eq is the initial 'Jf ray energy 
Vq is the recoil velocity.
Inclusion of the instrumental resolution gives the lineshape
e  *^2<r N4 (>{ -^^duc
1/
~a>
where
Thus:
(J”is the instrumental resolution
-CO
Normalizing the lineshape to the value at Y = x^ , we obtain:
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where
M s je’*a<rl[fe\(l-1+ aFV-XjO- )]^
•<#
0
In terms of the correlation coefficient a^ ,
b -  ' ~ "k ^2. - 1 - 3 ° ^
The connection between a and b is important with respect to the deriva­
tives of C(y); a and b are not independent. The variable parameters in 
this functional form are.
A, the amplitude of the -ray transition 
C  , the instrumental resolution 
Xq, the y~ray transition center channel 
a, the correlation coefficient.
The form of the derivative of C(y) with respect to each variable para­
meter follows. It is first important to note that:
where S =  +  l '«£ W ' W o
5 - _  i $ l A < o
With this in mind, we see that
i)
3 A  ft
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® -J
T F 1 = e LfeV C > - l ^ - a XlV < x F V ^ \ 30 - N S^ h ] » K2)
-«>
The second term occurs since:
^  =■ i b ; n ' c V >  = n  ^  ^  + fl ^
* s v ^ - V
, B. ^  «•/ x _  KJ
Kl '• 'i ' N
Par is one of the variable parameters which have a functional dependence
«J
in the normalization N.
3) 2 « a L  M  f e ~ * M h . K l k ' '
>lk6 N  L i
- 3.aF*( ^ + * - 0  V5 (l-
+  < \ F  ( v * - * # ?
-to
-to
Since we know that the functions are all zero outside of the range 
Eovr . HoV-
" m  6 V'-*. £ Ik .
all the integrals need he evaluated only over the range
E a\r
EPC
H. Doppler broadening of Yrays which follow n and Remission in a two 
step Giant Resonance Model
Assume the following reaction sequence in which each step is 
independent (i.e. no correlations):
I*.' +. ( A , ^ )  — ► ( A . ' i - n  + ^
\— * (A-V,*-') + V
We wish to find the spectrum of the resultant Doppler broadened TT rays.
We first find the momentum distribution of final excited nuclei. 
The recoil momentum of the nucleus due to neutrino and neutron emission 
(P ^  and P ) are fixed by the giant resonance state and final excited nu­
clear state involved. We thus wish to average over P^ and Pn to find 
dN/dp, the momentum distribution of final nuclei. If TT-0 is the angle 
between P and P j then we can write:n v
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But A w l WiO M  _ N o
a.
__   y
V  -  ? v +■ ^  ^-V^-^■M\^^v c.ose'^^
d^P > n 9ymt\Q
d 0  ' “  T
So that <Jn m„t
d p  aV„?v
The possible final momenta are obviously:
I Pn + P» ' "2 P 3- IPn- Pyl
with all p (recoil directions) equally probable.
If we now consider a tf-ray transition Doppler broadened by a 
recoil momentum P, then
E  =  E„ ( l -  n
and the transition has a width 2Eq P/M with all values of E equally prob­
able between the limits
> e 2 E.
To find the number of Tf rays of a given energy in the interval E to E + dE,
in the spectrum resulting from all momenta, we integrate the number in
the corresponding momentum shell P to P + dP over the momenta which can
contribute. Because of the retangular shape of the Doppler lineshape for 
a given momentum P I
lifO
= j  4  Ae- =• 4 ^d w  { i .  /d p
-i- \ _ ^  ^
d E  V d p  ' ~“ d tp  siGotyn
The above equations restate the fact that at a fixed momentum P the num­
ber of Tf rays as a function of energy is constant over the range
E o C h - ^ M  ^  E  ^  E .  ( 1 ~
The quantity of interest is:
-  f 4 ® ^  -
d E  J p
T W  ma*
M 0T_ M
ap„pv » e.-»
^  t i l H l
If we normalize the distribution to unit have amplitude at E = E^ , then
dNJ %  (p«+-V> - CE-E^ a _ _  §s
d e  r v v )
■fov* E. >  ^ [Pn -T^)
-  1 to* E ^ W ? v l
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The limits of integration are changed from 0 to P because at an energy
■p
p  - p _JL 
I " ° t*\
all momenta such that
P, >  t
cannot contribute y  rays of energy Ej.
One can include slowing-down effects in exactly the fashion in 
Appendix F. Taking an average over the time interval 0 to T, we obtain
ST  =  -  4r> Wose'l / y  
Cose'= cos© e“ ^  - vC+’i /v0
where
Ey s. Ee ( ' — v CM cos 0 )
An average is taken over all values of cos 0 which will produce the same 
Doppler shift. For a fixed momentum
__ v f  -Vfc i c o s ©  ^  ^
-  A  J  e  a  cose' c U « e
o
\ . u -XjV x,-,
This is the same as
d e  V d P
Ik2
The number of Tf rays with an energy E in the interval E to E + dE is as 
before:
d e  J
•voa*
,  > +*vr * , A-V>/VS .
■=. 1 ~ U 0? ^ E _ E o M  cl?
Again if the lineshape is normalized to unit amplitude at E = En, one ob-
Eo
n r i r m o  1 n 7orl 4*r» n m '  f  om-nT -i+n/^o a+-_ ~W. —
tains, for P f| p - P ]
n V’ M l6 ft->5V»s
dy._ [ ^  — ( E - E ^ K^ \f0^ A\ ~ U-o]
dE Eb / \
K - C \ w v -
ani for P < |Pn - PV | ^  ^
de
f t  C T v i v - r P n - T y Q
The effects of various values of  ^ / \  is shown in Fig. 39-
I. Doppler broadened 7f rays following direct emission of n andV
One can calculate the momentum distribution of final nuclei in
the direct process leading to a 3 body final state:
)Jt'+ +- n  +  ^
The statistical momentum distribution is given by
n-i
% ] -  i  J| <iT;
\-2.
ll+3
where
n is the number of final particles
P^ is the momentum of the particle of interest 
P^  are the momenta of the remaining particles
The above quantity has been calculated by Block 65
n r y
P - n v f 1' , - T ' T
, 1 1 \l T
/r- J- T, - 1
( e t E ' ^  [  '  [ ( E . - E . u - T H ^ J
- t  [ >  -  ( e 0 - E , f - ^  a E „ - E ^ - ? n M
with E^ equal to the available energy. 
For this problem
m3 - 0 
Ej_ £  0
Ea = 105.636 - Q
Q is the excitation energy of the final nucleus
2tvu , ^  n
Thus
[ 3e»['' ~ T ^ [ ‘ “ i f f e  *
If we consider dp/dpnuc to be the number of rays which are Doppler
shifted at recoil momentum P , with the width of the resulting Doppler
nuc 2Eq
broadened TT-ray transition equal to - r r - P (E„ is the unbroadenedM nuc 0
ray energy), then
md /dls) \  ZTTr  TNUC \  r _
d E  U l-NJ  3  ( E 0 / h ^  / L
|J 1 ^>KlviC L jj
= a constant for constant Pnuc
In order to obtain the energy distribution of the Doppler broadened IT ray
which would be observed, one must sum over the contributions from all values
of P which can contribute to a given value E. At a value E only the nuc
momenta satisfying
;> T5 >  ( % h  t - V
can contribute.
Tlm3: T W *
1^5
Because of the complexity of d/dE (dN/dPnuc), the expression for dW/dE 
was integrated numerically using Simpson's rule. The maximum recoil mo­
mentum occurs if all the available energy is imparted to the neutron; 
in this case ’ n
^  = "’’nuc - J >V^ E
Assuming an excitation of 15 MeV in the final nucleus with respect to
the capturing nucleus:
Figure UO shows the momentum distribution of final nuclei for the reaction:
•514 ^ » >JJL 4- ^  N o , V V-N +  V p ,
J. Combinations of nuclear matrix elements contained in the ~2f-y correla­
tion coefficients
1^3
In the notation of Oziewicz and Pikulski, the TT-V correlation 
coefficients contain the following combinations of nuclear matrix elements.
-C.„( i + IxTi ( £ + r+i
*  % ^  L ‘ x - , X ^ L ' L+,:Lp1)}
ik6
M• 't
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f ( V a x + o ^  L ° i x Pl
/\.x =. T &x + V X "* ■*“ X^vZ^ X + c  * ,0 «^> ^,1
where
C^ ,C^ .,Cp are the weak interaction coupling constants
q is the neutrino momentum
M is the nucleon mass
Hf, ^  are nucleon anomolous magnetic moments
[ K ^ D u m wup] are the nuclear matrix elements defined by Morita
l8and Fujii
lU7
Because of the nature of the spherical Bessel functions, as outlined by 
l8Morita and Fujii:
~ S'M0”2 \1 
104-2u.'l'i £ 3X10*2- L K vo«ju* 1 
Q  K.U) 4-2 u! £ 3 n  K>“2 L  Kusu,
L K ioul- 1  ~  L K v o u T\
■j^j {^KVOU^ ~  -jq EAuiVfc.'J
These relations hold for nuclear radii such that
which is certainly true for the medium Z nuclei of interest to this 
experiment. The relations essentially come from the fact:
~  -R> '°"2 V w cV ' )
in the range of qr from 0 to 2. The quantity j (qr) occurs in the ex-w
pansion of the neutrino wave function. The terms [kwup] represent the 
relativistic corrections. We have
2,  ^ v
"m  "cT ^  1 0
where p and v are the nucleon momentum and its velocity in the nucleus.
In the expression for the nuclear matrix elements, [kwu], w is 
the order of the spherical Bessel function in the expansion of the V  wave 
function, u represents the rank of the tensor, and k is the resultant 
spin of the neutrino-muon system. The selection rules:
Ti T t 2. u. >  I Ti — Tf \
7T^ =  (-)«
exist.
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For allowed transitions one needs
fl. , P,
+ I*- +Using the above, we see that for 0 —— *T transitions
fio =  V o =  °
Pi =  CC.ft-1- L'o'l
/Ve =
To the approximations listed above, the correlation coefficients for 
allowed transitions are independent of nuclear matrix elements.
In the case of second forbidden transitions, the quantities of 
interest are:
' V a  •» ^"*3
Using the above selection rules, one finds
M  _ T> —  o  ^ O 'T  '1? +ra«\s\+iori
^ ^ - o  fo>r o 1*— hh^-3+ -VransvVi’o^
Since the sign of the correlation coefficient for the 2139 keV transitions
p  Q ^  ^
in A1 indicates that the spin sequence is o  >2 (see discussion of
the data), one has
f i j -  — J T T  [ < * [ } « * >  s  5 p ( L 0 1 ^ - + 3 —
“ T  C  v (l + J V  f O  in( 1  On---!')
fF  7T (IT D >2 - IT
V j  =  3 J 1  ^ C , v [ o i l l  [Oll+I +  L o t l - l ' )
+ I f  C,v O  + l*p-HN\]in (t'll+1- L'lZ-V)
/V, =  I  ft* w *
Using the approximations previously indicated, one can reduce the number 
of matrix elements to:
A *  *  -J T m j c * [ i i 2 y  ^ # C V ^ I t o i i v i - L o i a l  
-  c. v  C '+ ^ “  M ^ ■*• 3  D zx*]^
+ j F n
V a =  3 p T  1_tv O n ~ J  +  3- t v ^  ( j  low. H  4
^  t v  C  1*  ) A r  ^  C U x w l  -  L a x ! )
- j s  * c- H
There are 5 nuclear matrix elements to be evaluated. However, A  ^is re­
lated to the capture probability to a particular level and can be used to 
reduce the number of variables.
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rx'
The quantities in the expression for the correlation
1*3
coefficients are given m  terms of Clebsch-Gordan and Racah coefficients:
w ( i 0j,rsij,’)w(KLs,5j,L'|
This coefficient applies to a transition of the type:
Jo J,
for pure electromagnetic transitions of multipolarity 2 with photon cir- 
cular polarization IT^ = +.1. ^  and W(abcdef) are the Clebsch-Gordan
and Racah coefficients, respectively. These coefficients satisfy the
n , . 1*3 ,
relation: I X 1 IX.
l\v - fc-^s /\Srl
1*3The following notation is also used:
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TABLE I, Selection rules for the orders of forbiddenness in muon capture.
Forbiddenness Parity Change Spin Change
Allowed + 0,1
First - 0,1,2
Second + 2,3
Third - 3 ,k
Fourth + U,5
n—  (-)n n, (n+1)
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TABLE II. Target compositions. The angle 9 is the angle of incline of 
the target (i.e. some targets are parallelograms rather than 
rectangles) between j  and x.
Principle Isotopic
Material Dimensions Mass Concentration
(x,y,z,0) (Target, Holder) {%)
(inches, deg.) (gm)
28Si02 3,b.^^,b,3b 286.25,162 28Si-99.82+.03
29Si- 0.08+.02
300 Si- 0.03+.01
Si(nat) .75,8,6,90 1256.7,83.3 Si(nat)-99-9999
Si(nat) .185,6,6,90 13^.7,^9*5 Si(nat)-99-9999
2V  3 , h . l 5 , k , 5 k  513,9^.5 2l+Mg-99.91+.02
25Mg- 0.07+.02
p/T
Mg- 0.02+.01
12c 1 .1 2 5 ,6 ,6 ,9 0  6 6 b ,0 Pilot "Bb"
Scintillator
29Si02 .25,6,t,90 173,0 29Si-95.28
28Si- it.70 
3°Si- .02
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TABLE III. Radioactive sources used for energy and efficiency calibrations,
Source Energies (keV) Relative Intensity Ref
110mAg i+U6.89 + 0.08 3-73 + 0.11+ a
21+1Am
133„Ba
1+16 .8 9 +. 0 .0 8 . .11
6 2 0 .3 6 + 0.08 2.88 + 0 .11+
6 5 7 .7 2 + 0.01+ 100
67 7 .6 1 + 0.05 11.77 + 0.31
6 8 6 .9 6 + 0.05 7.15 + 0.22
7 0 6 .6 8 + 0.05 17.60 + 0.1+0
71+1+. 27 + 0.07 1+.75 + 0.20
7 6 3 .9 3 + 0.05 23.82 + 0.6l
8 1 8 .0 0 + 0 .0 6 7-75 + 0.25
881+.61 + 0.05 77.85 + 1.55
9 3 7.1+0 + 0.05 36.30 + 0 .8 0
1381+.30 + 0.05 27.1+1 + 0 .6 2
11+7 5 .7 7 + 0.07 1+.51 + 0 .1 8
1501+.91+ + 0.07 11+.75 + 0.30
1 5 6 2 .1 7 + 0.08 1.25 + 0.10
2 6.31+8+ 0.010 2.5 + 0.2
59.51+3+ 0 .0 1 5 35-9 + 0.6
53.11+ + 0 .0 8 3 .1 6 + 0.39
8 1 .1 + 0 .2 6 57-1+8 + 6.8
1 6 0 .6 8 + 0.10 0.99 + 0.10
223.08 + 0.10 0 .7 2 + 0.08
276.1+5 + 0 .0 8 1 1 .6 2 + 0 .8 2
302.87 + 0 .0 8 29.1+ + 2.1
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TABLE III. (cont'd.)
60Co
56Co
57Co
137Cs
152g.Eu
355-99 + 0.07 
383.92 +0.07 
1173.23 + 0.01+ 
1332. 1+9 + 0.01+ 
8I+6.7I+I+ 0.025 
1037.81+ + 0.05 
1175.085+ 0.070 
1238.290+ o.oi+o 
1360.219+ o.oi+o
1771.33 + 0.06
2015.33 + 0.07 
2031+.90 + 0.06 
2598.53 + 0.06 
3202.18 + 0.07 
3253.61 + 0.06 
3273.16 +0.07
31+51.29 + 0.10 
31+58.3 + 0.1+ 
ll+. 31+ + 0.01+
121.97 + 0.03 
136.33 + 0.03 
661.635+ 0.076 
121.78 +0.03 
21+1+.66 +0.03
295.97 + 0.07
100.0
11+.3 +1.0
99.7** + 0.05*
99.85 + 0.03* 
100
12.8 + 0.3 
2.01+ + 0.13
69.5 +1.3 
1+.30 + .13
15.5 +0.5 
2.93 + 0.11+ 
7 .1+2 + 0 .2 6
1 7 .0 + 0 .1+ 
3.22 + 0.12 
7.71 + 0.27 
1 .5 6 + 0 .1 0  
0.90 + 0.09 
0 .1 7 + 0 .0 1  
9-5 + 0.3 *
85.0 + 1.7 *
. *
11.1+ +1.3
85.1 + 0.01+ 
103-70 + 3.10
27.9^ + 0.80 
1 .6 3 + 0 .1 1
b,d,e
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TABLE III. (cont'd.)
3hk. 31 + 0.03 100
367.80 + 0.07 3.23 + 0.12
1+11.13 + 0.05 7.92 + 0.27
1+1+3-98 + 0.05 11.75 + 0.32
778.87 + 0.05 1+8.80 + 1.10
867.33 + 0.05 15.67 + 0.38
961+.01 + 0.05 51+.53 + 1.1+5
1085.83 + 0.07
{ 1+6.25 + 1.10
1089.73 + 0.07
1112.01+ + 0.05 51.28 + 1.1+0
11+08.02 + 0.05 80.78 + 2.10
123.10 + 0.03 111.32 + 3.31
21+7.92 + 0.03 19-13 + 0.52
1+1+1+. 3I+ + 0.07 1.60 + 0.10
591.71 + 0.01+ 11+.63 + 0.33
692.1+2 + 0.06 5-15 + 0.17
723.27 + 0 .0U 59.82 + 1.1+1
756.82 + 0.05 13.03 + 0.30
873.21 + 0.05 35.20 + 0.90
996.30 + 0.05 30.20 + 0.80
1001+.78 + 0.05 52.80 + 1.30
1271+.1+2 + 0.05 100
11+9^.08 + 0.07 1.90 + 0.10
1596.1+5 + 0.07 95 + 0.15
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TABLE III. (cont’d.)
2°3UHg 72.873+ 0.001 9.7 + 0.5
2.8
*
82.5 + 0.2 + 0.2
81.55
*
279.191+ 0.008 + 0.15
177mTLu 71.66 + 0 .0 6 6.8 + o.i+
105.31 + 0.05 100
112.95 + 0.05 179 +13
115.96 + 0.10 5.0 + 0.1+
117.17 + 0.13 1.8 + 0.2
121.63 + 0.05 52 + 1+
128.50 + 0.05 127 + 8
136.72 + 0.05 11.7 + 0.8
11+5.78 + 0.10 6.6 + 0.9
1U7.15 + 0.08 29 + 2
153.29 + 0.06 133 + 8
159.75 + 0.08 5.U + 0.5
171.85 + 0.10 37 + 1+
nk.k2 + 0.06 96 + 8
177.03 + 0.08 26 1 3
181.98 + 0.10 0.75 + 0.13
195.52 + 0.06 7.0 + 0.6
20k.08 + 0.06 llU. + 8.
208.3*+ + 0.06 1+85. +1+0
211+.1+5 + 0.06 1+8 + 1+
218.06 + 0.06 27 + 3
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TABLE III. (cont'd.)
228.1+1+ + 0.06 287 +26
288.83 + 0.06 1+5 + 1+
21+9.65 + 0.06 1+7 + 1+
268.79 + 0.06 25 + 3
281.78 + 0.07 108 ± 9
283.1+2 + 0.13 1+.7 + 1.2
291.1+2 + 0.10 7-7 + 0.9
292.51 + 0.10 7-8 + 0.9
296.1+5 + 0.08 38 + 1+
299.03 + 0.10 12 + 2
305.52 + 0.08 ll+ + 1
313.69 + 0.08 9.1+ + 0.7
318.98 + 0.08 78 + 8
321.32 + 0.12 9 + 1
327.66 + 0.08 136 + 8
3I+1.61+ + 0.08 13 + 1
367.1+1 + 0.08 23 + 2
378.51 + 0.08 222 +17
385.02 + 0.08 21+ + 2
1+13.61+ + 0.12 131 +10
1+18.51 + 0.10 l6l +12
1+26.29 + 0.10 3.1+ + 0.1+
1+65.96 + 0.12 19 + 2
511.006+ 0.002 179.7 + 0.8
-271+.55 + 0.01+ 99.95 + 0.02
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TABLE III. (cont'd.)
6 6.oU&+ 0.025 1.77 + 0 .2 0
9 6.732+ 0.007 5 .6 0 + 0.50
1 2 1.113+ 0 .0 1 0 28.19 + 1 .1+0
135.998+ 0 .0 1 0 98.25 + 1+.6
1 9 8.600+ 0 .0 2 0 2.1+3 + 0 .1 2
26I+.651+ 0.015 100
279.525+ 0.012 U3-22 + 2.2
303.895+ 0.020 2.31 + 0.12
1+00.61+0+ 0.015 19.56 + 1.2
65.720+ 0.002 8.13 + 0.1+0
67.7^8+ 0.002 119 + 6
8U.6791 0.002 7.61+ + 0.37
100.102+ 0.002 1+0.7 + 1.5
113.672+ 0.002 5.53 + 0.30
il6.1+ll++ 0.002 1.28 + 0 .0 8
1 5 2.1+28+ 0.002 21.0 + 0.8
1 5 6.386+ 0.002 8.10 + 0 .1+
179.392+ 0.002 9.1+1+ + 0.1+
198.351+ 0.003 9-37 + 0 .2 5
2 2 2.106+ 0.002 22.7 + 0 .9
229.3171 0.008 11.1 + 0 .5
26!+. 071+ 0.003 10.7 + 0 .1+
927.995+ 0.015 1.79 + 0 .0 9
959-730+ 0.015 1.02 + 0 .0 6
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TABLE III. (cont'd.)
1 0 0 1.69^ + 0.015 5.98 + 0.30
1113.398+ 0 .0 5 2 1.13 + 0 .1 0
1 1 2 1.298+ 0.013 100
1157.311+ 0.013 1.81+ + 0.35
1 1 8 9.01+6+ 0.013 1+7.1+ + 0.7
1221.399+ 0.013 79.3 + 1.2
1231.010+ 0.013 33.1+ + 0.5
1257.1+12+ 0.013 1+.33 + 0.07
1273.725+ 0.013 1.90 + 0.01+
1289.11+7+ 0.013 1+.05 + 0.07
a. G. Aubin et_ al. , Ref. 101.
b. IAEA, Ref. 102.
c. D. P. Donnelly et al., Ref. 103.
d. R. J. Gehrke et_ al., Ref. 10l+.
e. H. L. Scott et_ al., Ref. 105.
f. A. J. Haverfield et_ al. , Ref. 106.
g. D. H. White et_ al., Ref. 107-
* These are y's per disintegration.
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TABLE IV. Radioactive sources used for each target
Run Number Target Radioactive Sources
28a.n 110m 5 6_ 51 n 60 203u 177m,. 22.69F SiOg Ag, Co, Co, Co, Hg, Lu, la
28 110m„ 133.. 56_ 57„ 60 ,^ 177m, 22^70C SiOg Ag, Ba, Co, Co, Co, Xu, la,
182Ta
2k 11Ota. 133.. 5 51n 60 177mT 2?MgO Ag, Ba, Co, Co, Co, Lu, Na,
3.82Ta
12_ 110m. 133,, 5 6_ 51 n 60o 137n 152_,70E C Ag, Ba, Co, Co, Co, Cs, Eu,
203„ 22.. l82mHg, la, Ta
28_.n 110m. 133., 56_ 152„ 15U_ 22.TSi02 Ag, Ba, Co, Eu, Eu, la
2k. . _ 110m. 133., 56_ 152.. 15^ 22wMgO Ag, Ba, Co, Eu, Eu, la
28„.rt 110m. 133„ 152„ 22„T71D Si02 Ag, Ba, Co, Eu, la
2ln 57„Si Am, Co
12„ H  0. 2 k l . 133., 56 51n 60_ 137no72A C Ag, Am, Ba, Co, Co, Co, Cs,
152^ 15k 203w 22 15„ l82_Eu, Eu, Hg, Na, Se, Ta
29Si02 n 0 Ag, 133Ba, 152Eu , 15l|Eu, 56Co
Si 110Ag, 133Ba, 56Co, 152Eu, 1 5 \ u ,  75Se, 137Cs,
75Se
17*+
TABLE V Relative efficiencies for each detector used. The values quoted 
are a result of the least squares fit to the function Efficiency 
= SEC for the region above .250 MeV (E) with no self absorption 
corrections applied to the data.
Run Number
69F -1.028 + 0.098
70C -1.012 + 0.055
70E -1.053+0.032
71D -0.979 +0.025
72A -1.035 + 0.03*+
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TABLE VI. Mesic x ray targets used for absolute
Target energy Yield
(keV) (fract)
**°Ca 783.85 .836 + . 017a
56 , *
 ^Fe 125^.9 -75 + .05
.71 + .OU b
Zn 1601.2 .85 + .06 *
Pb 5780.1 .318 °
5 9 6 6 .0 .5 8 6 °
. * , ** < 
2U5 6.9^  .05U + .007 ’
2500.3I+** .1+75 + .0U8**’C
. ** ** c26U1.9U .320 + .033 ’
* K /all K from this experiment a
** La
a A. Suzuki, Ref. 51. 
c P. Martin, Ref. 5^ - 
b D. Quitmann, et_ al., Ref. 108.
efficiency calibration. 
Target Dimensions
6"x6"xl/2", 1+00 gm 
6"x6"xl/8", 1+78 gm
6"x6"xl/5", 685 gm 
6"x8"xl/8", 816 gm
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—  28TABLE VII. Observed y ray transitions from y capture in SiO?. Yield 
is the number of photons, not the number of transitions to a 
specific state, per captured muon. Energies are in keV.
Nucleus Transition Yield Comments
Other
Measurements
28ai Total
31+0
.26 +.03 
.131 +.013
.28 +.01+ b
973+31 .020 +.003 .012+.010°
1373+31 .017 +.002 .015+.021+8
1620*31 .017 +.003
1620*0 .018 +.003
2139+0 .010 +.003 8
2139+31 .015 +.003 8
2202-*31 .01+6 +.003
2202+973 .011 +.002
7725+0 .051+ +.1+0
27ai 81+3+0 .111+ +.008 a . 078+. 0ll+C
1013+0
2213+0
2732+1013
.103 +.008 a 
.018 +.010 a,d 
.008 +.007
Mixed with 
H(n,y)D
.055+. oii+c 
.o6o+.050c
.020+.030C
2979+0 .026 +.008
3677+8U3 .006 +.002
27'Mg
26Mg
98U+0 
1808 -*0
.019 +.002 a 
.10 +.01 a
. 001++. oioc
29UO*l808 .032 +.005 a .027+.0l8c
39I+2+29I+O .0009+.0006
26ai 229+0
1+18+0
.007 +.002 
.009 +.002
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TABLE VII. (cont'd.)
25Mg 589*0 .006 + .0 0 3
975+0 .008 +.003
161U+O .009 +.005
2kMg 1368+0 ..009 +.005
<1)
CMCM
1 2 7I++O .009 +.005
Mixed with 
22Na 583+0
t The identification of transitions is based on the following nuclear level 
determinations:
pA P7 of. P7
Al, Ref. 6l, 62; 'Al, Ref. 109; Al, Ref. 110; (Mg, Ref. Ill;
26 25 2h 22Mg, Ref. 110; M^g, Ref. 112; Mg, Ref. 113; Na, Ref. llU.
a Corrections have been made for the excitation of these levels due to in­
elastic neutron scattering in the Al detector cryostat cover.
b G. G. Bunatyan et_ al. , Ref. 75*
c T. A. E. C. Pratt, Ref. 1+9.
d This measurement comes from the experiment in Si (natural) which had 
significantly less contamination from H(n,y)D.
e These measurements come from the Si(natural) target and are included here 
for completeness.
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T A B L E  VIII. U n i d e n t i f i e d  t r a n sitions in SiO . The y i e l d s  are in units 
of  ph o t o n s  p e r  stopped m u o n  in 2°Si and do not r e flect the 
correction for the finite o b s e r v a t i o n  ti m e  of  t h e  de l a y e d  
analyzer.
E n e r g y  Y i e l d
(keV)
211.51 + .13 .0012 + .0001
26 5 .3 7 + .07 .0081* + .0008
2 6 9 .1 8 + .0 8 .0030 + .0003
2 7 6 .5 6 + .07 .001*7 + .0005
2 9 7.1+5 + .10 .0030 + .0003
39 7 .8 3 + .1*8 .0 2 8 + .003
1*1 2 .9 0 +
*
.21 .0075 + .0008
1+1*6.55 + .1 6 .0025 + .0003
681*. 03 + .32 .0022 + .0003
718.37 + .36 .0087 + .0009
7 2 6 .9 1 + .1*6 .ooi*i* + .0005
8 2 8 .6 7 + 1.95 .001*7 + .0010
868. ll* + .1 6* .0056 + .0006
962.1*1 + .31 .0019 + .0002
1090.95 + .32 .001*0 + .0001+
1 1 1 6 .2 6 +
*
.35 .001+2 + .0001+
1163.1*1 + .32 .0015 + .0002
1257.15 +
*
.18 .0190 + .0020
1293.50 +
*
.22 .0097 + .0010
11*33.56 +
*
.55 .001*1* + .0001*
1508.32 +
*
.55 .0081 + .0010
TABLE VIII. (cont'd.)
151^.^9 +
*
.51 .0056 + .0006
1528.51 +
*
.35 .0020 + .0002
1558.78 + .29 .0008 + .0001
1 6 0 1.M + .39 . 00^7 + .0005
1 6 2 6 .6 8 +
#
.28 .0007 + .0001
1 7 2 5 .2 7 + .59 0 0 ro + .0005
1 8M .20 + .k 5 .0021 + .0002
2607.5^ + .59 .0013 + .0001
* Al s o  seen in M g O  Data.
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T A B L E  IX. Some B a c k g r o u n d  lines i nduced in e x t r a n e o u s  mater i a l s .
E n e r g y  (keV) Y i e l d / S t o p p e d
m  , a 
y Target I d e n t i f i c a t i o n
197 .01 I, II
3 1+6 .05 I, II y K a  Al
2 96 .003 I, II y K  Mg  
a  B
1+7 6 .2 0 I, II 10 B ( n 5a ) 7Li*
511 .1+5 I, II 8+
596 .02 I, II 7l+nGe
693 .01 I, II
72„
Ge
700 .07 I, II 7l+„Ge
803 .003 I, II
206
P^ b
835 .02 I, II 7 2 ae
81+2 .01 I, II 27 a i
81+6 .005 I, II 56Fe
898 .003 I, II 2 ° 7Pb
981+ .001 I, II 2TMg
1013 .001 I, II 27a i
11 7 2 .007 I, II 6 °Ni
1332 .007 I, II 6 °Ni
18 0 8 .007 I, II
26m
Mg
2223 .165 I, II H ( n , y ) D
2502 .001+ I, II y L Pb
261+2 .001+ I, II y L Pb
5269 .02 I, II 15n
5298 .0 6 I, II 15n
a  Target I is
2l+
MgO; target II is
280 .„
s i o 2
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28TABLE X. Corrections to yields in SiOg. Listed are the nuclear tran­
sitions to which corrections were applied, the corrected yield 
and fractional size of the correction.
Nucleus Transition
(keV)
Yield Correction
(fractional)
27Al
27,Mg
26,
M g
28Al
CM~=tCO 0 .111+ + .008 .312 + .010
1013 -* 0 .103 + .008 .010 + .010
2213 •> 0 .018 + .010 .307 + .010
981+ -* 0 .019 + .002 .150 + .010
H 00 o CO 0 .10 + .01 .195 + .010
291+0 -+■1808 .032 1 + O O vn .159 + .010
Total .26 + .03 .15 + .02
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TABLE XI.
Nucleus
29Observed y ray transitions from p capture in SiO^ to states 
in 2 Al. Yield is the number of photons, not the number of 
transitions to a specific state per captured muon. Energies 
are in keV.
Transition______________ Yield
973 -* 31 .021 + .005
1373 -* 31 .016
00+ 
1
1620 + 0 .025 + .006
2139 + 31 .013 + .003
2139 0 .023 + .006
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2kTABLE XII. Observed y ray transitions from y capture in MgO. Yield 
is the number of photons, not the number of transitions to a 
specific state, per captured muon. Energies are in keV.
Nucleus Transitiont Yield Comments
2l+Na Total .228 + .022
1+73 -y 0 .167 + .012
131+1 -V 1+72 .036 + . 001+
131+7 -y 1+72 . 01+0 + . 001+
181+6 -y 1+72 .039 + . 001+
23°Na 1+1+0 0 .295 + .012
2078 ->■ 1+1+0 .039 + . 001+
2391 ■y 1+1+0 .023 + .002
2391 -y 0 .021 + .002
2638 -y 0 .052 + .006
2705 -y 2078 .002 + .001
22wNa 583 -y 0 .018 + .001
891 -y 0 .002 + .0005
1950 ■y 580 .037 + . 001+
1528 -y 0 .002 + .0005
2970 ■y 1955 .010 + .002
23Ne 980 -y 0 .002 + .0005
1770 ■y 0 .005 + .001
22Ne 121+7 -y 0 .01+1+ + .006
21Ne 350 -y 0 .025 + .003
2 1 f 1100 -y 0 .001 + .0005
Mixed with 23Na 2078 -* 1+1+0
pi.
Mixed with Na 181+6 -*■ 1+72
pi.
Mixed with Mg 1368 -* 0
a
181+
TABLE XII (cont'd.)
ro o **) 650 -> 0 . 001+ + .001
19Ne 1510 -y 0 .007 + .001
19f 109.9 -y 0
v\00 + .001
197 ->• 0 .020 + .002
13U6 -y 0 .002 + .001
11+60 -y 0 .007 + .001
l8Ne 1880 -y 0
-V00 + .001
H 00 O 1979 -y 0 .019 + .010
a Corrections have been made for the excitation of lgyels of the same 
energy due 
stat cover.
JY
to inelastic neutron scattering in the Al detector cryo-
t The identifications are based on the following nuclear level determina­
tions Na, Ref. 69; 23Na, Ref. 115; 22Ue, 2lNe, iyNe, ltiNe, 21F, 2 F, 
19F, 1 0, Ref. lilt.
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2kTABLE XIII. Corrections to yields in MgO. Listed are the nuclear tran­
sitions to which corrections were applied, the corrected 
yield, and the fractional size of the correction.
Nucleus Transition
(keV)
Yield Correction 
(fractional)
22n. 2970 -> 1955 .010 + .002 .20 + .01
23.Ne 980 ■ + 0 .002 + .0005 1.00 + .10
186
12TABLE XIV. Observed y ray transitions from y capture in C. The yield 
is the number of photons, not the number of transitions to a 
specific state, per stopped muon. Energies are in keV.
Other aNucleus Transitions Yield Experiments
d o ' 3 ) d o " 3 )
12B 2621 + 167U (9^ 7) -19 + .11") 1.12 + .33
953 -> 0
.
..6 3 + .22 J
1.82+.22
2621 + 953 (1 6 6 8) 2 .1 2 + dl ld3 + .29
167  ^->■ 0
13-b 21U2 -> 0 5-37 + -82 It.60 + .57
a Yu. G. Budyashov et. al., Ref. 8l.
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28
TABLE XV. Correlatioggcoefficients from muon capture in SiO^ to allowed 
states in Al for the reaction: y y
■i -*■ 1 -y i 
d0 J1 2
Transition a^ Signal/Noise
TT(Energyi(Ji ) -* EnergyF(JF ))
137^(l+) + 30.6(2+) -.55 + .20 1 /2 0
2202(l+) -* 3 0.6(2+) - . 1 7  + .08 1 /1 0
2202(l+) -> 972.6 (0+) .29 + .30 1/35
188
TABLE XVI. Correlation coefficients from muon capture in Si(nat) to 
states in 28^1 . These coefficients are the result of a 
modified least squares fit - search for the best parameters.
Value of
Transition Coefficient Coefficient Signal/Noise
2202(1+) + 3 0.6 (2+) a° + | c° . 5k + .1 0 1/1 .2
a° - .37 + .10
b° .09 + .01
2202(l+) +  9 J 2 . 6 ( 0 + ) a °  + | C° 1.12 + .10 1/U.2
a° .15 + .25
b° .02 + .03
2139(2+,3+) -*■ 30.6(2+) ct2 + | C2 1.08 + .25 1/6.5
2
a2 ,3U + .20
b2 . l k  + .10
2139(2+,3+) -> 0 (3+) a2 + | C2 .68 + .25 1/6.5
2
a2 - .Ul + .20
b2 .11 + .10
189
TABLE XVII. Energies of the neutrons allowable in a giant resonance model 
of the reaction (y , Vn)
2
Reactions Transition Neutron Energy X /EE
(keV) (MeV)
28Si(y“, Vn)27Al 221*1 -*• 0 1 - 6  .915
2^Mg(y“, Vn)23Na 2390 -*■ 0 1 - 8  .695
12C(y“, Vn)1:LB 212U 0 1 - 1 2  .817
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TABLE XIX. Fractional contamination of lines in A1 due to the presence 
of ^Si in natural silicon. Column two is calculated on the 
basis of the measured yields from ^“Si and ^^Si; column three 
is calculated on the basis of the measured yields from 28g^  
and Si(natural)
28A1 fractional fractional
Transition contamination contamination
keV
9 b 2 .051 + .020 .16 + • 15
1 2 2 9 0 + .006
OCO0 + .15
1 3 b 3 .0  U 6 + .020 .31 + .20
1590 0 + .010 .21 + .25
1620 . 066 + .020 .17 + • 25
2108 .056 + .020 0 + .010
2139 .073 + .022 0 + .010
2171 0 + O H .33 + .15
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12 -  . 1 2  TABLE XXI. Capture rates to final states in B from u capture m  C.
The capture rates are in units of 10^ sec--'-. All rates to
the 1 state use the result of Maier et al.9
State This Experiment Other Experiments Theory
1+ 5.7H+.80 6.0 +.U 6 6.3 + .3 b 7-i+3+.07':
6.65+.35
2+ .21+.39 0 6 0 b .21+.02C
2" .37+.57 .15+.^1S £ .2Ub .51+.10°
l“ .73+.U1 .89+.106 .72 + .17b 1.19+.2U0
a E .  J .  Maier et_ a J L _ .  , Ref. 83. 
b Yu. G. Budyashov et_ al., Ref. 8l. 
c W. Maguire and C. Werntz, Ref. 8^ . 
d N. C. Mukhopadhyay and MacFarlane, Ref. 8 5.
e These were calculated assuming capture to the 2+ state is identically 
zero.
19k
27TABLE XXII. Relative populations of levels m  A1 from the reactions 
28si(y-,Vn)2?ai and ^°Si(d,3He)^TAl. The results of the 
muon capture experiment reflect the branching ratios deter­
mined by DeVoigt et_ al.a
Level
Energy
(MeV) J*
Relative Yield
280.,fi°" ,27,, Si(y , n) Al
Relative
28 fr?m 
Si(d, Hi
0 5/2+ 20.0C 3.12
0.8^3 l/2+ 10.6 0.79
1.013 3/2+ 9.5 0.75
2.213 7/2+ 1.8
2.732 5/2+ 1.0 0.75
2.980 3/2+ 2.6 <0. 2k
3.001 9/2+
3.668 l/2+ • 9
li.Ulo (5/2+) 0.35
a M. J. A. DeVoigt et al., Ref. 109-
b H. E. Gove _et _al. , Ref. 8 9.
c This yield is calculated from the data oatained in the present experi­
ment and the single neutron emission probability observed by MacDonald 
et al. , Ref. 11.
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TABLE XXIII. Comparison of 180° experimental inelastic electron scat­
tering cross sections with the values predicted by muon 
capture measurements. Eyc and Eeje' are 1+ energy 
levels excited in muon capture and electro excitation 
respectively; q.yG and qe e, are the respective momentum 
transfers for the reactions. The cross section (i^-) is 
calculated using the measured muon capture yc
yields and assuming |/&| =0.
Eyc % c E . e,e' e^,e'
(— ) (— )vdJT , yc e,e'
Nucleus (MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (10 ^2cm2/sr) (10 ^2cm2/sr)
28Si 1.373 99.963 1 0.1*8 1 0 1 .3 2 .53+.05 .10+.03E
1 .6 2 0 99.716 1 0 .8 6 1 0 0.9*+ .37+•0U .60+.05a
2 .2 0 2 99.13U 1 1 . h i 100.39 1 .0 1+ .10 2 .50+.lUa
&
OJ
.1*73 99.671 9 . 9 b 1 0 1 .8 6 . 78+. 08 1 .01*+. 05b
1 . 3h l k
1.3U69
98.803
98.797
1 0 .7 0 1 0 1 .1 0 . 56+. 06n 1 . 9I++. 07b
|l. 2+. 2 
.6U+.07J
a L. W. Fagg et al., Ref. 95.
b L. W. Fagg et al., Ref. 1 1 6.
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II'TABLE XXIV. Values of A for allowed muon capture transitionss
y y T -| i
1 1 ->■ 1 2 AJ0 J1 2 2
0+ -* 1+ ■+ 0+ Ml 1 / / 6
0+ 1+ -* 2+ Ml 1 / 1 0 - 1 /^6
0+ ■+■ 1+ -> 2+ E2 1 / 2 ' 1 / / S
1+ -»■ 2+ -* 0+ E2 -1/2-1//6
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II'TABLE XXV. Values of Ag for second forbidden muon capture transitions,
II' + ^ + ^ +  + ^ + ^ +
A * 0 -*■ J -»■ 2 0 -> J -> 3s
J = 2 J = 3 J = 2  J = 3
Ml
22
2
23
2
33
2
22
1*
23
1*
33
1*
33
6
22
2
23
2
33
2
22
1*
23
k
33
1*
33
6
1*18 0
.120
'
0
0 0 0 0
0 •3^ / 5 0
OJon 
c—
 
-3"
1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
E2
0 0 .311*
/5
0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
XI. FIGURES
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
1. Plan of the meson area at the Space Radiation Effects Laboratory.
2., Typical experimental arrangement. The plastic scintillation
counters labeled 1,2,3A,5 have dimensions: l,2-8"x8"xl/V;
3-V'xV'xl/8" ; 1+-I2"xl2"xl/V'; 5-2"x2"xlA" .
283. Differential range curve for the SiO^ target in the "backward"
muon beam at SREL. This target had a mass of U50 gm and was
2
2.75 gm/cm thick. Typical 12 rates were 300 k/sec.
U. "Fast" electronic logic. The units labeled D are standard dis­
criminators and those labeled C are coincidence units.
5. "Slow" electronic logic. The units labeled D are standard dis­
criminators and those labeled C are coincidence units.
2 86. Timing spectrum for SiO^ target. The two curves represent:
— experimental beam on conditions; —  —  prompt 
timing with radioactive sources.
7. Diagram for timing calibration.
8. Output of the multiscale analyzer for activation of states in
2 8 .  ^ 280.0 Al from J*. capture m  Si0 ^ .
9. Schematic diagram of the gainshifting procedure.
10. Relative efficiency curve for experimental run 69F.
1211. Absolute efficiency curve for experimental run 72A, jjT in C.
12. Linearity correction curve for experimental run 70C.
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Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
13. The observable vectors in the tf-V correlation function for muon 
capture.
lU. Intrinsic lineshape for a Doppler broadened V'-ray transition
with r-V correlation effects. The correlation is given by:
• • • • I +  0-3 tO S  © y v ' ' j -------------- I —  0 .3 1 * 3 .(0 0 5  e * v  V
15. Effects of instrumental resolution on a Doppler broadened y-ray
transition with tf-V correlation effects for the 1229 keV Tfray 
28in Al. The correlation assumed was 1 + O.SPgCcos Oyy ) with 
a gain of .5 keV/ch. The resolutions shown are:   cr=0.5 ^
-cr = 1.5 •,--------- (r=x.5.
281 6 . Nuclear level diagram of Al (from Ref. 6l). The heavy lines
are observed to be Doppler broadened in this experiment.
2817. The energy spectrum of the 1229 keV line in Al from p. capture
28in SiC^ * Pictured are:* experimental data minus background;
  least squares fit to the data.
2818. The energy spectrum of the 2171 keV line in Al from p. capture
28in SiOg. Pictured are:• experimental data minus background;
  least squares fit to the data.
2 819. The energy spectrum of the 1229 keV line in Al from p. capture
in Si(natural). Pictured are:• experimental data minus back­
ground; -------------  result of a modified parameter search
for the best fit to the data.
20. Experimental geometry for jx capture in Si(natural) experiment.
21. The energy spectrum of the 2.2 MeV region from jx capture in 
Si(natural) data.
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Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
22. Y-ray transition Doppler broadened by both V and n emission in 
a two-step GDI? model.
23. Effects of instrumental resolution on 2f-ray transition Doppler 
broadened by both V and n emission in a two step GDR model.
The resolutions shown are: ------ (T = 0.5; * <T = Z-5.
23 2k
2 k .  2639 keV transition in Na from yu capture in Mg fit to the
two-step GDR model of V and-n-emission. Pictured are: • experi­
mental data - background;  least squares fit with E^ = 2 MeV;
  least squares fit with En = 9 MeV.
25. Comparisons of the intrinsic lineshape for the 2639 keV transi-
23 2ktion in Ra from p. capture in Mg between the predictions of 
a two-step GDR model and a direct model of production. Pictured
are: -----  GDR model with En = 6 MeV, E = 95 MeV;-------
direct model.
23
26. Comparison of the data for the 2639 keV transition in Na from
2kjJL capture in Mg with the predictions of a direct model of 
production. Pictured are: • experimental data minus background; 
----- prediction of direct production model.
27. An energy level diagram showing the ground states of all nuclei
28observed to be excited by muon capture in Si. Also included 
are the energies of the strong 1 , T = 1 giant resonance states. 
The solid lines represent removal of particles one at a time,
while the dashed lines represent removal of groups of particles
28ni from Al.
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Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
28. Nuclei excited by muon capture in Mg. The energies are in MeV. 
Solid lines represent the removal of particles one at a time, 
while the dashed lines represent removal of bound groups of
2bparticles from Na.
X229. Nuclear level diagram of B (from Ref. 8 0).
30. X 22 X®. S/Sf rief* 86)* The quantity |A is defined
as: ^ 5
31. A schematic representation of the comparison between ( |jC", V n),
28( Y  ,p) and ( Y  ,n) reactions in Si assuming each proceeds 
through the electric dipole giant resonance states.
32. Comparison of the relative yields of states populated by ( JjT ,>) n),
28( "JS ,p) and ( ,n) reactions in Si. The ( ,p) and ( V ,n)
data are the result of observations of final nuclear Y  rays and
represent the integral of the cross section from 0 - 2 8  MeV
incident photon energy. (Ref. 8 8)
0
33. Correlation coefficient o( vs_ Cp/C^ for a Y-Vcorrelation in 
muon capture.
3^+. Correlation coefficient a^  vs_ Cp/C^ for a correlation in
muon capture. The solid line assumes the nuclear matrix elements 
(1 2 1] etc are identically zero, while the dashed lines represent 
the inclusion of the terms involving [121] etc (from Ref. 3^).
35- Correlation coefficient b^ vs_ Cp/C^ for a TT-V correlation in 
muon capture.
3 6. Correlation coefficient c^  vs_ Cp/C for a V-Vcorrelation in 
muon capture.
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Fig. 37. (a) Error on the correlation coefficient a^ vs. signal/noise
for constant signal. The curves picture different values of 
the signal: ----- Amplitude = 8000;- *---Amplitude = 1+000;
Amplitude = 2000,   ------ Amplitude = 1000.
(b) E r r o r  on the c o r r e l a t i o n  coefficient a^ vs. p e a k  am p l i t u d e
for constant signal/noise. The curves p i c t u r e d  a r e : ----*—
s i g n a l / n o i s e  = 1/10; --------- signal/noise = 1/2.
T h e s e  curves are t h e  result of leas t - s q u a r e s  fits to M o n t e -
0 rr-
C a r l o  p h e n o m e n o l o g i c a l  lines h a p e s  wit h  a^ = 0.3, vT = 2.1 
a n d  E P C  =0.5 keV/ch.
Fig. 38. Variation of the intrinsic lineshape for a Doppler broadened 
16 -ray transition with a 3-V correlation of 1 + . 3P2 (cos 
with respect to slowing down times of recoiling nucleus. The
curves s hown are for: ----  hs/X= *^2 x 10 2 , A j / A =  -^-2 x 10
.1+2. A s  is the characteristic s l owing dow n  rate and 
A  is the n u c l e a r  l evel trans i t i o n  rate.
Fig. 39. V a r i a t i o n  o f  t h e  i n t r i n s i c  l i n eshape for a Y  -ra y  t r a n s i t i o n  
D o p p l e r  b r o a d e n e d  b y  V  a n d  n emis s i o n  in a two- s t e l  G D R  m o d e l 
w i t h  respect to  t h e  s l o w i n g  down times of t h e  r e c o i l i n g  nucleus. 
T h e  curves shown are for.—  Ajj/\ - 1.9 x 10 2 ;— s^/\= 1-28 x 10 ■*"; 
*** A s / A =  .38. A$is t h e  characteristic s l o w i n g  d o w n  rate and  
A is t h e  n u c l e a r  l e v e l  t r a n s i t i o n  rate.
Fig. 1+0. M o m e n t u m  d i s t r i b u t i o n  of  final nuclei in t h e  direct reaction: 
2l|Mg( jU", V  n ) 23Na.
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